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ABSTRACT 
Vector Bundles on Manifolds 
and 
The Cohomology of Projective Algebraic Varieties 
by 
Abdulaziz Slairn Al-Ofi 
This Thesis looks at different areas of mathematics which require the no-
tion of a differentiable manifold. The first three chapters contain various 
materials such as differentiable manifolds, submanifolds, tangent bundles, 
differential forms, integrations, Stokes' theorem, and certain concepts of Rie-
mannian geometry. In the last chapter, we show that the kernel of a given 
elliptic operator L is finite dimensional. We also show that on compact dif-
ferentiable manifolds for each de Rham cohomology class a there exists a 
unique harmonic form <p, showing that the de Rham cohomology is finite 
dimensional. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 is divided into two sections. The goal of Section 1 is to introduce 
the concept of a manifold and give examples. Section 2 introduces vector 
bundles, and we give some examples. We discuss in detail the tangent bundle 
of a manifold, which has some special features to make it a very particular 
type of manifold. We also discuss some of the classical results in differentiable 
vector bundles. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to two different types of operations. In Section 1 we 
introduce derivations of geometrical objects. Section 2 discusses the reverse 
operations of derivations, namely the integrations. We also present Stokes' 
Formula which is the higher dimensional version of the fundamental theorem 
of calculus ( Lei bniz-Newton Formula.) 
Chapter 3 is divided into four sections. Section 1 introduces differential 
forms in terms of tangent bundle and cotangent bundle. Sections 2, 3, and 4 
are devoted to give basic definitions of the classical concepts of Riemannian 
such as metrics, connections, and curvatures. These are carried out in the 
context of differentiable C-vector bundles over a differentiable manifold X. 
We also show that every vector bundle admits a Hermitian metric. 
Finally, in Chapter 4, we describe the general theory of elliptic differen-
tial operators on differentiable manifolds. In Section 1 we introduce Sobolev 
spaces. We also give the fundamental Sobolev and Rellich theorems (see [1]), 
providing the proofs of these theorems in special cases. In Section 2 we dis-
cuss the basic structure of differential operators and their symbols. We state 
an important result of differential operators which shows that the adjoint 
operator L * of a differential operator L exists. Moreover, the symbol of L * 
is the adjoint (up to sign) of the symbol of L. Section 3 is to introduce 
generalizations of differential operators called pseudodifferential operators. 
In Section 4 we show that there exists an inverse for a given elliptic opera-
tor L. We also show that the kernel of Lis finite dimensional. Moreover, we 
establish the fundamental decomposition theorem of Hodge for self-adjoint 
elliptic operators. In Section 5 we introduce elliptic complexes and give some 
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examples. We also prove that there is a canonical isomorphism between the 
cohomology vector space of degree j of a given elliptic complex E and the 
vector space of Kerl~j = J{ ( Ei) = .0..i-harmonic sections, showing that the 
de Rham cohomology is finite dimensional. 
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Chapter 1: Manifolds and Vector Bundles 
This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section, we will 
study the geometry of manifolds, the analysis of functions which are defined 
on manifolds, and the interaction of the geometry and analysis of manifolds. 
In the second section, we will study the concept of vector bundles on man-
ifolds. We will develop the concept of the tangent bundle. Finally, we will 
discuss the continuous and coo classification of vector bundles. 
1. Manifolds 
There are many classes of manifolds. In this section, we are interested 
in differentiable manifolds and complex manifolds. We will start with some 
basic definitions in which we will use the following notations. Let R and C 
denote the fields of real and complex numbers, respectively, with their usual 
topologies, and let K denote either of these fields. 
If D is an open subset of Kn, we shall be concerned with the following 
function spaces on D: 
(a) K = R: 
(1) e(D) will denote the real-valued differentiable functions on D, 
which we simply call coo functions on D; i.e. f E e(D) if and only if f 
is a real-valued function such that partial derivatives of all orders exist and 
are continuous at all points of D. Note that e(D) is often denoted by C 00 (D). 
(2) A(D) will denote the real-valued real-analytic functions on D; i.e. 
A(D) C e(D), and f E A(D) if and only if the Taylor expansion off con-
verges to f in a neighbourhood of any point of D. 
(b) K=C: 
CJ(D) will denote the complex-valued holomorphic functions on D; i.e. 
if (z1 , ... , zn) are coordinates in en , then f E CJ(D) if and only if near each 
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point z0 E D, f can be represented by a convergent power series of the form 
()() 
f(z) = f(zl, ... 'Zn) = L aaJ, ... ,a,.(zl- znal ... (zn- z~)an. 
0:1 , ... ,O:n=O 
These particular classes of functions will be used to define the partic-
ular classes of manifolds that we will be interested in. 
Definition 1.1: Let M be a Hausdorff topological space. If h is a homeo-
morphism of a connected open set U C !vi onto an open subset of Rn, then 
his called a coordinate map, and the pair (U, h) is called a coordinate system. 
Definition 1.2: A topological n-manifold is a Hausdorff topological space 
with a countable basis which is locally homeomorphic to an open subset of 
Rn. The integer n is called the topological dimension of the manifold. Note 
that the additional condition of a countable basis (countable at infinity) is 
important for doing analysis on manifolds. 
Suppose that S is one of three classes of functions defined on the open sub-
set of Kn, described above. We let S(D) denote the functions of S defined 
on D, an open set in Kn. That is, S(D) is either c(D), A( D), or c:J(D). 
Definition 1.3: An S-structure, SM, on a K-manifold M is a family of 
K-valued continuous functions defined on the open sets of M such that : 
(a) There exists an integer n with the property that, for every p EM, 
there exists an open neighbourhood U of p and a homeomorphism h : U ---+ 
U', where U' is open in Kn , such that for any open set V C U 
f: V~ K E SM if and only if f o h- 1 E S(h(V)). 
(b) If f: U---+ K, where U = UiUi and Ui is open in M, then 
f E SM if and only if flu; E SM for each i. 
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Remark 1.4: It follows clearly from (a) that 
(1) If K = R, then the dimension, k, of the topological manifold !VI is 
equal ton. 
(2) If K = C, then the dimension, k, of the topological manifold !vi is 
equal to 2n. 
However, in either case n will be called the K-dimension of J\!I, denoted by 
dimKM = n, which we shall call the real dimension for case (1), and the 
complex dimension for case (2). 
(3) A manifold M with an S-structure is called an S-manifold, denoted 
by (M, S M), and the elements of S M are called S-functions on J\!I. 
For our three classes of functions we have defined 
(a) S = E : differentiable (or coo) manifold, and the functions in EM 
are called coo functions on open subsets of M. 
(b) S = A : real-analytic manifold, and the functions in A M are called 
real-analytic functions on open subsets of M. 
(c) S = <9 : complex-analytic manifold, and the functions in <9 M are 
called holomorphic on open subsets of M. 
Definition 1.5: There exists an integer n with the property that, for every 
p E M, there exists an open neighbourhood U of p and a homeomorphism 
h: U----t U' C Kn. The pair (U, h) is called a coordinate chart around p. 
Definition 1.6: (a) An S-morphism F : (M, SM) ----t (N, SN) is a contin-
uous map, F: M ----t N, such that 
f E S N implies f o F E S M. 
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(b) An S-isomorphism is an S-mapping F : (M, S M) -t ( N, S N) such 
that F : .1\1 -t N is a homeomorphism, and 
p-I : (N, SN)- (M, SM) is an S-morphism. 
In our three classes of functions, the concept of an S-morphism and S-
isomorphism have special names: 
(a) S = £ : differentiable mapping and diffeomorphism of M to N. 
(b) S = A : real-analytic mapping and real-analytic isomorphism of M to N. 
(c) S = CJ : holomorphic mapping and biholomorphism of M to N. 
It follows from the above definitions that a Differentiable Manifold 
M, with a differentiable structure of class coo is a Hausdorff space with a 
collection of coordinate systems { (Ua, ha) : a E A} satisfying the following 
three properties : 
(a) UaEAUa =M. 
(b) If we have two coordinate systems ha: Ua -t Kn and hf3: Uf3 -t Kn such 
that Ua n Uf3 # 0, then 
hf3 o h-;,_ 1 : ha(Ua n Uf3) -t hf3(Ua n Uf3) 
is a differentiable of class coo for all a, f3 E A and is an S-isomorphism on 
open subsets of ( Kn, SI<"). 
(c) The collection {(Ua, ha) :a EA} is a maximal with respect to (b); that 
is, if (U, h) is a coordinate system such that h o h-;;,1 and ha o h-1 are coo for 
all a EA, then (U, h) E {(Ua, ha): a EA}. 
Definition 1. 7: Let N be a closed subset of an S-manifold M, then N 
is called an S-submanifold of M if for each point x0 E N, there is a coor-
dinate system h : U -t U' C Kn, where x0 E U, with the property that 
h1unN is mapped onto U' n Kk, where 0 :::; k :::; n. Here Kk C Kn is the 
standard embedding of the linear subspace Kk into Kn, and k is called the 
K-dimension of N, and n- k is called the K-codimension of N. 
From the above definition , we immediately announce a proposition: 
Proposition 1.8: An S-submanifold of an S-manifold is also an S-manifold. 
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Proof: Let M be an S-manifold of dimension nand N be an S-submanifold 
of dimension k, where k ::; n. Let SN = { all continuous f : U' --+ K such 
that for every x E U' (U' is open in N), there exists x E U (U is open in M) 
such that f1unu' = 9iunu' for some g : U --+ K}. We have to show that an 
S-submanifold N satisfies the two conditions of Definition 1.3. 
First condition, (=?): If f E SN(U') and x E U', we have to produce 
a coordinate map h' : U' --+ V' c Kk, then we would like to show that 
j o h'-1 E S(V'). Let h : U --+ V C Kn such that h' = hiNnu with V' = 
VnKk, where NnU = U'. For x E U' there exists U which is open in M such 
that x E U and there exists g E SM(U) such that 91U'nu = flu'nU· Replace h 
and h' by the restriction to U and U' nU. Then we get go h-1 E S(h(U)) 
and g 0 h-11h(U'nU) E S(h(U' nU)). Thus g 0 h-1 1h(U'nU) = f 0 h'- 1ih(U'nU)l 
where h(U' nU) s;;; V'. This holds for all X. Therefore, f 0 h'-1 E S(V'). 
(~): If h': U'--+ V' and h: U--+ V such that h' = h1u' and V'= V n Kk. 
Let 1r : Kn --+ Kk. Replace V with 1r- 1 (V') n V and U with h-1 (V). Let 
f : U' --+ K such that f o h'- 1 E S(U'). Because of the projection 1r : V --+ V' 
we have 
j o h'-1 o 1r E S(V) . 
Then 
g = f 0 h'-1 0 7r 0 hE SM(U)' 
and 91U' = f since h1u' = h' and 7riV' = idv'· 
Second condition, (=? ): Let f E SN(U'). If x E U'i C U', then there exists 
g E SM(U) with x E U such that 
Then 
9iUnU'; = fiUnU'; · 
( ~ ): Let U'i C U' and j : U' --+ K. Let flU'; E SN(U'i) for all i. Since 
x E U' then x E U'i for some i. Thus there exists g E SM(U) with x E [J and 
fu';nu = 9u';nu· Since U'i is open inN then there exists V open in M such 
that V n N = U'i· Take U = V nU and g = 9iu· Since U'i nU S: U'i nU 
then we get 
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We will end this section by providing some examples of manifolds: 
Example 1. 9: The simplest example of a manifold is, of course, the Eu-
clidean space Rn itself. For each x E R 11 , we can take U to be all of Rn 
and h = identity. Then R becomes a real-analytic (hence, differentiable). 
Similarly, for en in which becomes a complex-analytic manifold. 
Example 1.10: The second simplest example of a manifold is an open 
ball in Rn. In this case we can take U to be the entire open ball. Since an 
open ball in Rn is homeomorphic to Rn. 
Example 1.11 : An open subset of a manifold is again a manifold. Let 
N be an open subset of a manifold M. If p E N c M, and U is an 
open neighbourhood of p (contains some open set U n N with p E U n N) 
which is homeomorphic to~ by a homeomorphism h : U ~ R 11 , then 
h(U n N) c Rn is open set containing h(p). 
Consequently, there is an open ball W with h(p) E W c h(U n N). Thus, 
p E h-1(W) c U n N c U. Since hiUnN: U n N ~ R 11 is continuous, then 
set h-1(W) is open in U n N, and thus open in N. It is of course homeo-
morphic to W. So it is connected and give a coordinate neighbourhood of p 
in N. 
Example 1.12: The only connected 1-manifolds are R and the circle 
or !-dimensional sphere, S1 , defined by : 
S1 = { x E R2 : d(x, 0) = 1} 
The function f: (0, 2n) ~ S 1 defined by f(B) = (cos( B), sin( B)) is a home-
omorphism; it is even continuous, though not one-one on [0, 2n]. We de-
note the point (cos( B), sin( B)) E S1 simply by () E [0, 2n]. The function 
g : ( -7r, 7r) ~ S1 , defined by the same formula, is also a homeomorphism; 
together with f it shows that S1 is indeed a manifold. 
2. Vector Bundles 
In this section, we will carry on to use the notation S to denote one of 
three structures on manifolds which are £,A, or 0. 
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2.1. Basic Definitions : 
Definition 2.1.1: A continuous map 1r : E ----+ X of one Hausdorff E, 
onto another Hausdorff X, is called a K-vector bundle of rank r , if the 
following conditions are satisfied : 
(a) Ep := 1r- 1(p), for p E X, is a K-vector space of dimension r (Ep is 
called the fibre over p) 
(b) For every p E X, there is a neighbourhood U of p and a homeomor-
phism 
h: 7r- 1(U) ----+ U X Kr 
such that, for all q in U, h(Eq) = {q} xKr and hq, defined by the composition: 
hq . E { } Kr proj. Kr 
. q-+ q X --+ ' 
is a K-vector space isomorphism. The pair ( U, h) is called a local trivializa-
tion. 
(c) If (Uc, hn) and (U13 , h13 ) are two local trivializations with Un n U13 =f. 0; 
then the map: 
induces a map : 
9nf3: Un n U13----+ GL(r, K) 
where 
is a linear isomorphism. 
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Remark 2.1.2 : 
1. For a K-vector bundle 1r : E -------+ X, E is called the total space and 
X is called the base space; and we often say that E is a vector bundle 
over X. 
2. The functions 9o:f3 are called transition functions of the K-vector bundle 
1r : E ---+ X (with respect to the two local tivializations above). 
The transitoin functions 9o:f3 satisfy the condition: 
(1.1) 
where the product is a matrix product and Ir is the identity matrix of rank r. 
Definition 2.1.3: A K-vector bundle of rank r , 1r : E ---+ X is said to 
be an S-bundle if E and X are S-manifolds, 1r is an S-morphism, and the 
local trivializations are S-isomorphisms. 
Suppose that on M, we are given an open covering [J = {Uo:}, and that to 
each ordered nonempty intersection Ua n Uf3 we have assigned an S-function: 
9af3 : Uo: n Uf3 -------+ GL(r, K) 
satisfying the compatibility condition (1.1). Now, we let 
(disjoint union) 
equipped with the natural product top~logy and S-structure. 
We define an equivalence realation on E by setting : 
(x, v) rv (y, w), for (x, v) E uf3 X Kn, (y, w) E Uo: X J{n 
if and only if 
x = y and w = 9af3(x)v. 
The fact that this is a well-defined equivalence relation is a consequence of 
the compatibility condition (1.1). We now let E = E/ rv, (the set of equiv-
alence classes), equipped with quotient topology, and we let 1r : E ---+ M be 
the mapping which sends a representative (x, v) of a point p E E to the first 
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coordinate x E M. It is clear from the construction that E carries an S-
structure and is an S-bundle. 
Example 2.1.4: (Trivial Bundle ) : Let M be an S-manifold. Then 
where 7f is the natural projection, is an S-bundle; called the trivial bundle. 
2.2. The Tangent Bundle : 
Definition 2.2.1 : Let M be a manifold, p a point of M. A smooth path 
through pis a smooth map a : ( -c, c) ----t M such that a(O) = p. 
Definition 2.2.2 : Let N!n be a differentiable manifold and p0 a point 
in M. Two smooth paths a, {3 : ( -c, c) ---t M such that a(O) = {3(0) = p0 
are said to have a 1st order contact at p0 , if there exist local coordinates 
(x) = (xl, ... , xn) near p0 such that 
i:a(O) = i:{j(O) 
where (x o a(t)) = (xa(t)) = (x;(t), · · ·, x~(t)) and (x o {3(t)) = (x{j(t)) 
(xb(t), ... , x~(t)). We write this as a rv 1 {3. 
Lemma 2.2.3 : rv 1 is an equivalence relation. 
Proof : We state a sketch of proof: rv1 is trivially reflexive and symmetric, 
so we only have to check the transitivity. 
Let a rv1 {3 and {3 rv1 "''. Thus, there exist local coordinates ( x) = ( x1 , ... , xn) 
and (y) = (y1 , ... , yn) near p0 such that (i:a(O)) = (i:13(0)) and (y13(0)) 
(Y-r ( 0)). The transitivity follows from the equality 
. i (0) - . i (0) - "" ay; _:_i (0) - "" ay; . j (0) - . j (0) Y-y - Y{j - L..Jj axi X(3 - L..Jj axi X a - Ya . 
Definition 2.2.4 : Let M be a differentiable manifold. A tangent vector 
to M at p is an equivalence class of curves through p modulo the first order 
contact relation. The equivalence class of a smooth path a(t) through p will 
be denoted by [a(t)]. The set of these equivalence classes is denoted by TpM 
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and is called the tangent space to M at p. 
Lemma 2.2.5 : TpM has a natural structure of vector space. 
Proof: Choose ( x1 , ... , xn) local coordinates near p such that xi (p) = 0, 
Vi and let [a], [..6] be classes of curves through p. We define a vector space 
structure on TpM by the formulae 
A[a] = [x-1(/\xa(t))], 
[a]+ [..6] = [x-1(xa(t) + X[J(t))]. 
We first have to check that this definition is well defined. If a 1 rv 1 a 2 , then 
we have to show that x-1 (AXa1 (t)) rv1 x-1(AXa2 ). Since 
a a 
at (AXal (t))lt=O = at (AXa2 (t))lt=O 
a a 
A at (xa1 (t))lt=o =A at (xa2 (t))lt=O, 
and since 
Then 
x-1(AXa 1 (t)) "'1 x-1(AXa2 ). 
Now, let a 1 rv1 a 2 and ..61 "'1 _.62. Since 
a1 "'1 a2 and ..61 "'1 ..62 . 
Then 
which implies 
:t(Xa1 (t) + Xf31 (t))lt=O = :t(Xa2 (t) + Xf32 (t))it=O · 
We now have to check that this definition is independent of local coordinates. 
Suppose that we have another local coordinates (y1, ... , yn) near p such that 




x- 1 (xa(t)) rv1 Y- 1 (Ya(t)) · 
a 
.\xa(O) = at (xy- 1(.\ya(t)))it=O 
_ [d( -1)(.\ aya(t) )] 
- xy at it=o 
_ >..d( _1)(aYa(t)) 
- xy at it=O 
= .\d(xy-1 )Ya(O) 
Also, for fixed a and {3, 
and since 
Then 
Xa(O) + Xf3(0) = ! (xa(t) + Xf3(t))lt=O, 
x- 1(xa(t) + Xf3(t)) rv1 y-1(Ya(t) + Yf3(t)) · 
±a(O) + ±!3(0) = ! (xy- 1(Ya(t) + Yf3(t)))lt=o 
= [d(x _1)(aYa(t) + ayf3(t) )] _ 
Y at at it-o 
_ d( _1)(aya(t)) + d( _1)(ayf3(t)) 
- XY at it=O xy at it=O 
= d(xy- 1 )Ya(O) + d(xy-1 )Yf3(0). 
Now, let (x1 , ... , xn) be coordinates near p E NI such that xi(p) = 0, for 
all i. Consider the curves 
ek(t) = (to~, ... ' toJ:), k = 1, ... ,n 
where 8} denotes Kronecker's delta symbol (the function of two variables that 
takes the value 1 when i = j and is zero otherwise.) Equivalently, one can 
define the ek's implicitly by xi = 0, for all i =f. k. We set 
b(P) = [ek(t)] 
Note that these vectors depend on the local coordinates ( x 1 , ... , xn). 
Lemma 2.2.6 : ( 8~k (p)) 1::;k:=;n is a basis of TpM. 
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Proof : This follows from the obvious fact that any curve through the 
origin in Rn has first order contact with a line t ~---> ( a 1 t, ... , ant). 
The tangent bundle : we are in a position to construct a vector bundle 
by taking the disjoint union of all tangent spaces (described above), to be 
called the tangent bundle T M of M. Let 
T M= ilpEM TpM, 
as sets. (We will describe the topology on T M later.) 
There is a natural surjection 
1f : T M -------; .M, 7r( V) = p <==>V E TpM. 
Any local coordinate system x = (xi) defined over an open set U c M 
produces a natural basis ( 8~; (p)) of TpM for any p E U. Thus, an element 
V E TU = upEU Tplvf is completely determined if we know to which tangent 
space it belongs (i.e. p = 1r(v)) and we also know its coordinates in the basis 
( a~i (p)) : 
v = Li Xi(v)( 8~; (p)) 
We thus have a bijection 
7/Jx : TU -------; ux X Kn C Kn X Kn 
1 
where ux is the image of U in Kn via coordinates (xi). 
Hence, '1/Jx(TpM) C {x} x Kn, where x(p) = x. (Note : TpM is called the 
fibre over p.) 
Now, we can transfer the topology on ux x Kn to TU via the map 7/Jx· 
Again we have to make sure this topology is independent of local coordinates. 
To see this, we pick a different coordinate system y = (yi) on U . The 
coordinate independence referred to above is equivalent to the statement that 
the transition map 
7/Jy 0 7/J;; 1 : ux X Kn -------; TU -------; UY X Kn 
is a homeomorphism. Let A= (x;Xl, ... ,Xn) E ux x Kn. Then 'I/J;; 1 (A) = 
(p, [a(t)]), where x(p) = x and a(t) C U is a curve through p given in the 
coordinates x as 
12 
er( t) = x + tX , 
since cr(O) = x(p) = x. 
Denote by F : ux --> UY the transition map x ~ y which is induced 
by the above map. Then 
1/Jy o 1/Jx -l(A) = (F(x); Y 1 , ... , yn) , 
where [cr(O)] = (y~(O)) = I.:YJ o~J (p). [(Ya(t)) defines the curve cr(t) in the 
coordinates (yi). J 
Applying the chain rule we deduce 
Y 1 = y·1 (O) = "· &xi(o) ="·&xi . 
a L.J1 ox' L.J1 ox' 
This proves that 1/Jy o 1/J:; 1 is actually an S-isomorphism. 
The natural topology of T M is obtained by patching together the topolo-
gies of TUf3, where { (Uf3, hf3)} are local trivializations of M. A set W c T M 
is open if its intersection with every TUf3 is open in TUf3. Thus, the above 
argument shows that T M is an S-manifold using { (TUf3, 1/J(3)} as trivializa-
tions. Moreover, the natural projection 1r : T M---+ M is an S-mor-
phism. 
Remark 2.2. 7 : The fact that the local trivializations are S-isomorphisms 
is equivalent to the fact that the transition maps are S-morphisms. 
Proposition 2.2.8 : A differentiable mapping of differentiable manifolds 
f:M->N 
induces a differentiable mapping 
df:TM-.TN 
such that: 
(a) df(TpM) c Tf(p), for all p E M. 
(b) The restriction to each tangent space 
dfP: TpM--> Tf(p)N 
is linear. 
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Proof : Recall that TpNI is the space of tangent vectors to curves through 
p. If a(t) is such a curve, a(O) = p, then j3(t) = f(a(t)) is a smooth curve 
through q = f (p), and we define 
df([a(t)]) = [f3(t)]. 
One checks easily that if a 1 I"V a 2 then f(ai) I"V f(a2 ). Thus, df is well 
defined . To prove the map df P : TPM ----+ TqN is linear, it suffices to verify 
it in any local coordinates (x1 , ... , xm) near p and (y1 , ... , yn) near q, since 
any two choices differ by a linear substitution. 
Therefore, we can regard f as a collection of maps 
(xi, ... , xm) ---t (yl(xl, ... , xm), ... , yn(xl, ... , xm)) 
A basis in TpM is given by { 8~;} while a basis of TqN is given by { a~i }. Then 
dfP is the linear operator given in these bases by the matrix (~)Isjsn,Isism· 
Classically, the mapping dfP is called the Jacobian of the differentiable map f. 
In particular, this map is a differentiable mapping. 
Definition 2.2.9 : Let 1r : E ----+ X be an S-bundle and U an open sub-
set of X . Then the restriction of E to U, denoted by Elu is the S-bundle 
Definition 2.2.10 : (a) Let 7fE : E ----+ X and 7rF : F ----+ X be S-bundles 
over X. Then a homomorphism of S-bundles 
f:E---tF 
is an S-morphism of total spaces which preserves fibres and is K-linear on 
each fibre, i.e., f commutes with the projections 
and is a K-linear mapping when restricted to fibres. 
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(b) An S-bundle isomorphism is an S-homorphism which is an S-isomorphism 
on the total spaces and a K-vector space isomorphism on the fibres. 
(c) Two S-bundles over X are equivalent if there is some S-bundle iso-
morphism between them. This clearly defines an equivalence relation on the 
S-bundles over an S-manifold X. 
'vVe have defined in the above definition a bundle homomorphism of two 
bundles over the same base space. We now would like to define a mapping 
between bundles over different base spaces. 
Definition 2.2.11 : an S-bundle morphism between two S-bundles 7rE 
E-----> X and 7rp: F-----> Y is an S-morphism 
f:E--+F 
which takes fibres of E linearly to fibres in F. An S-bundle morphism f : 
E -----> F induces an S-morphism ](7rE(e)) = 7rp(f(e)), in other words, the 





Definition 2.2.12 : Let f :X-----> Y be an S-morphism and let 1r : E-----> Y be 
an S-bundle defined by an open cover (Ua) of Y and transition maps (9af3)· 
The pullback of E by f is the S-bundle 
1r': E'--+ X 
defined by the open cover (f-1(Ua)) of X and the transition maps (9af3 o f). 
Proposition 2.2.13 : Given an S-morphism f : X -----> Y and an S-bundle 
1r : E -----> Y, there exists an S-bundle 1r' : E' -----> X and an S-bundle morphism 
f' such that the following diagram commutes 
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Moreover, for every if and f such that the outer part of the below diagram 
commutes (i.e., 1r o} = f o if), there exists h so that the full diagram 




7T !' ! ~' ~ l 
X~Y 
commutes, and that E' is unique for this property. We denote E' by f* E. 
Proof: See R.O.Wells [8], pages 25-26. 
Definition 2.2.14 : An S-section of an S-bundle 1r E --t X is an S-
morphism 
s:X----tE, 
such that 1r os= lx, where lx is the identity on X. So s maps a point in the 
base space into the fibre over that point. 
Remark 2.2.15: S(X, E) will denote the S-sections of E over X, and 
S(U, E) will denote the S-sections of Elu over U C X, i.e., S(U, E) = S(U, Elu ). 
In the following example , we will state an important result. 
Example 2.2.16: Consider the trivial bundle M x Rover a differentiable 
manifold M. Then e(M, M x R) can be identified in a natural way with 
e(M), the global real-valued functions on M . Similarly, e(M, M X Rn) can 
be identified with global differentiable mappings of M into Rn (i.e. vector-
valued functions . ) 
Therefore, since vectors bundles are locally of the form U x Rn, then we can 
identify the sections of a vector bundle locally with vector-valued functions, 
where two different local trivilizations are related by the transition functions 
for the bundle. Thus, sections can be thought of as "twisted" vector-valued 
functions. 
Definition 2.2.17: Let 1r : E --t X be an S-bundle. An S-submanifold 
F C E is said to be an S-subbundle of E if 
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(a) F n Ex is a vector subspace of Ex. 
(b) 7fiF : F ~ X has the structure of an S-bundle induced by the S-bundle 
structure of E, i.e., if there exist local trivializations for E and F which are 
compatible as in the following diagram: 
E1u~UxKr 
i I l idxj 
Flu _____. U X K 8 
where s ::; r, and the map j is the natural inclusion of K 8 as subspace of Kr 
and i is the inclusion ofF in E. 
Suppose that f : E ~ F is a vector bundle homomorphism of K-vector 
bundles over a space X. We define 
Ker f = UxEX Ker fx, 
Im f = UxEX Im fx, 
where fx = flEx. Moreover, we say that f has constant rank on X if rank fx 
(as a K -linear mapping) is constant for x E X. 
Proposition 2.2.18: Let f: E ~ F be an S-homomorphism of S-bundles 
over X. If f has constant rank on X, then Ker f and Im fare S-subbundles 
of E and F, respectively. In particular, f has constant rank if f is injective 
or surjective. 
Example 2.2.19: A short exact sequence of vector bundles is a sequence 
of vector bundles (and vector bundle homomorphisms) of the following form 
f g o~ E'~E~ E"------0 
which is exact at E', E, and E". In particular, f is injective and g is surjec-
tive, and Im f = Ker g is a subbundle of E. 
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Chapter 2: Calculus on Manifolds 
This chapter is divided into two sections. vVe will give in the first section 
the basic definitions of differential forms and compute some examples. In the 
second section, we will study the orientation and integration on Rn. More-
over, we will state an important result in the theory of integration, namely, 
Stokes 1 theorem. 
1. Derivations of D* (R 11 ) 
Let X], ... l Xn be linear coordinates on Rn. vVe define D* to be the graded 
algebra over R generated by dx 1 , .. . , dxn with the relations 
1. dxi A dxi = 0. 
2. dxi A dxj = -dxj A dxi, i =f. j. 
As a vector space over R, D* has basis 
l,dxi, dxi 1\ dxj, dxi 1\ dxj 1\ dxk, ... , dx1 1\ ... A dxn 
'--v--" ---..,.-----' 
i<j i<j<k 
Definition 1.1: The c= differential forms on Rn are elements of 
D*(R11 ) ={Coo functions on R 11 } ®R D*. 
D*(R11 ) is naturally graded as D*(R11 ) = EB~=0Dq(Rn). The elements of 
Dq(R11 ) are called C 00q-forms on Rn, or differential forms of order q. 
If w is a q-form, then w can be uniquely written as 
where the coefficients ji 1 ... iq are coo functions and i 1 < ... < iq. vVe also 
write w = ~!Jdx1 , where I= (i 1 , ... , iq) and 1::; i 1 < i2 < ... < iq::; n. 
Definition 1.2: There is a differential operator 
defined as follows: 
1. if f E D0 (R11 ), then dj = ~ %!, dxi 
2. if w = ~ !Jdx1 , then dw = ~ dfi 1\ dx1 
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The operator d is called the exterior differentiation. 
Example 1.3: If w = xdy, then dw = dx 1\ dy. 
Example 1.4: (For n = 3) 
1. Let f E C 00 (R3 ), or f E D.0 (R3 ), then 
df = !lidx + at dy + DJ dz ~ ax ay az 
So df looks like the gradient of f. 
2. Let w = fidx + f2dy + !Jdz E 0 1(R3 ). Then 
dw = dfi 1\ dx + dh 1\ dy + dh 1\ dz 
= (Qh. - lll.)dy 1\ dz- (flll - ilh)dx 1\ dz + (lll. - flll)dx 1\ dy. ay az az ax ax ay 
So dw looks like a curl. 
3. Let w = fidy 1\ dz- hdx 1\ dz + !Jdx 1\ dy E 0 2 (R3). Then 
This looks very much like a divergence. 
0°(R3 ), and 0 3 (R3 ) are each free of rank one, and 0 1 (R3 ) and 0 2 (R3 ) are 
each free of rank three over the coo functions. 
Definition 1.5: The wedge product of two differential forms, written t 1\ w, 
is as follows: 
then 
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Note that t 1\ w = (-l)deg(t)xdeg(w)w 1\ t, where deg(t) and deg(w) are the 
orders oft, and w, respectively. 
Proposition 1.6: Let w 1, w2 , and w be q-forms. Then 
1. d(>.w1 + w2 ) = >.dw1 + dw2, if). ER . 
2. d(w11\ w2) = dw11\ w2 + (-l)qw1/\ dw2 
3. d( dw) = 0 . Briefly, d2 = 0 . 
Proof: 
1. is clear. 
2. By linearity it suffices to check this for 
Then 
d(t 1\ w) = d(!JgJ)dx1 1\ dxJ = (dfi)gJdXI 1\ dxJ + fi(dgJ)dxi 1\ dxJ 
= (dt) 1\ w + ( -l)deg(t)t 1\ dw. 
where d(!JgJ) = (dfi)gJ + fi(dgJ) is simply the ordinary product rule. 
3. It clearly suffices to only consider q-forms of the form 
then 
so 
in this sum, the terms 
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and 
cancel in pairs, fori =f- j. If i = j, then (dxi) 2 = 0. 
Definition 1. 7: The complex D,* (Rn) together with the differential operator 
d is called the de Rham complex on Rn. It has the form 
Moreover, the kernels of d are the closed forms and the images of d are the 
exact forms. 
Remark 1.8: The exact forms are, by Proposition 1.6(3), closed. 
The de Rham complex may be viewed as a good given set of differential 
equations, whose solutions are the closed forms. For instance, if we consider 
a closed 1-form f dx + gdy on R2 , then 
Thus, 
d(fdx + gdy) = 0 
!!Jldx 1\ dy + !!.ldy 1\ dx = 0 ax ay 
!!Jldx 1\ dy - !!.ldx 1\ dy = 0. ax ay 
Hence, giving f, g on R2 with d(fdx + gdy) = 0 is tantamount to solving the 
differential equation ~ - ¥u = 0. 
The Functor D,* 
Definition 1.9: Let y1 , ... , Ym and x1 , ... , Xn be the standard coordinates 
on Rm and Rn, respectively. A differentiable map 
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induces a pullback map on c= functions 
g* : Do(Rn) ~ Do(Rm) 
g*(f)=Jog. 
We would like to extend this pullback map to a pullback map of c=-
algebras 
in such a way that it commutes with d. These conditions determine g* 
uniquely: 
where 9i =Xi o g is the i-th component of the function g. 
Proposition 1.10: The pullback map g* on forms commutes with d. 
Proof: This is obviously an application of the chain rule. Since 
and 
dg*(frdxi1 1\ ... 1\ dxiq) = d((fr o g)dgh 1\ ... 1\ dgiq) 
= d(fr o g) 1\ dgi1 1\ ... 1\ dgiq 
g*d(frdXi1 1\ ... I\ dxiq) = g*(2=~1 ¥x:-dxi 1\ dxh 1\ ... I\ dxiq) 
= 2:":~1 ( ( ~;~ o g )dgi) 1\ dgi1 1\ ... 1\ dgiq 
= d(j1 o g) 1\ dgh 1\ ... 1\ dgiq 
the proposition is proved. 
By applying this proposition with g* corresponding to a change of coordi-
nate system 
(xl, ... , Xn) = g(yl, · · ·, Yn)· 
We see that we can calculate the exterior derivative in any coordinate system. 
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We will now consider some modifications in order to extend the functor 
D* to differentiable manifolds. Recall that a differentiable structure on a 
manifold is given by a coordinate system (Uc, ho:), and the transition func-
tions 9o:f3 = ho: o h~ 1 are diffeomorphisms of open subsets of Rn. Hence, 
if we let y1 , ... , Yn be the standard coordinates on Rn, then we can write 
ho: = (x1 , ... , Xn), where the Xi = Yi o ho: form a coordinate system on Uo:. 
A function f on Uo: is differentiable if and only if f o h-:; 1 is differentiable on 
Rn. 
If f is a differentiable function on Uo:, the partial derivative %!; is defined 
to be the i-th partial derivative of the pullback function f o h-:;1 on Rn: 
*t(p) = au;:r) (ho:(P)), 
where p E Uo:. We also recall that the tangent space to a manifold M 
at p, written TpM, is the vector space over R spanned by the operators 
8~ 1 (p), ... , a~n (p), and a smooth vector field on U o: is a linear combination 
Xo: = L fia~; where the fi's are differentiable on Uo:. Consider other coor-
dinates (y1, ... , Yn)· Then Xo: = 2.:::: g1 a~j where a~; and a~i satisfy the chain 
rule: 
~- ""'oyj ~ 
axi - L axi ay1 · 
A coo vector field on M may be viewed as a collection of vector fields Xo:: 
on Uo:: which agree on the overlaps Uo:: n Uf3. Therefore, we can make the 
following definition. 
A differential form w on M is a collection of forms wu for U in the 
coordinate systems defining M, which are compatible in the following sense: 
If i and j are the inclusions 




i*wu = j*wv in D*(U n V). 
By Proposition 1.10, the exterior derivative and the wedge product extend 
to differential forms on a manifold. 
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By Proposition 1.10, a differentiable map of differentiable manifolds 
induces in a natural way a pullback map on forms 
j* : rl*(N) ~ rl*(M). 
2. Orientation and Integration 
Let x 1 , ... , Xn be the standard coordinates on Rn. Recall that the Riemann 
integral of a differentiable function f with compact support is 
Definition 2.1: The integral of an n-form on Rn with compact support 
w = jdx11\ ... 1\dxn is defined to be the Riemann integral fRn fidx11\ ... 1\dxnl· 
Remark 2.2: The order of x 1 , ... , Xn matters in a differential form, but it 
does not matter in a Riemann integral. If 1f is a permutation of { 1, ... , n}, 
then 
but 
However, where is no possibility of confusing we shall use the usual calculus 
notation fRn jdx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn. 
We now want to emphasize that the Definition 2.1 depends on the coordi-
nates x 1 , ... , Xn· So, we shall use the concept of a transformation. Thus, we 
see that there is a change of coordinates given by a diffeomorphism 
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with coordinates y 1 , ... , Yn and x 1 , ... , Xn respectively: 
where dg11\ ... 1\dgn = J(g)dy11\ ... 1\dyn, and J(g) = det(~) is the Jacobian 
determinant of g. 
We now study how the integral J w transforms under such diffeomorphisms 
where w = fdx 1 1\ ... 1\ dxn. Hence, 
r g*w= r (fog)dgj/\ ... 1\dgn }Rn Jnn 
= r (! 0 g)J(g)ldyl 1\ ... 1\ dynl Jnn 
relative to the coordinates y 1 , ... , Yn· On the other hand, by the change of 
variables formula 
Thus 
= f U o g)IJ(g)lldyl A ... A dynl· }Rn 
Ln g*w = ± Ln W ( *) 
depending on whether the Jacobian determinant is positive or negative. 
In general, if g is a diffeomorphism of open subsets of Rn and if the Jaco-
bian determinant J (g) is everywhere positive, then g is said to be orientation 
preserving. Note that the integral on Rn is not invariant under the whole 
group of diffeomorphisms of Rn. It is only invariant under the subgroup of 
orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of Rn. 
Definition 2.3: A differentiable manifold M with its coordinate systems 
{ (Ua, ha) : a E A} is said to be orientable if all the transition functions 
9af3 = ha o h~ 1 are orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
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Now, we will introduce the concept of partitions of unity which will be 
used later on. 
Definition 2.4: Let M be a differentiable manifold and (Ua)nEA an open 
cover of M. A partition of unity subordinated to this cover is a family 
(p.,JyEG C C00 (M) satisfying the following conditions: 
1. 0 :::; p1 :::; 1, for all 1 . 
2. :J<jJ: G---+ A such that supp(p1 ) c U<Ph) 
3. The family ( supp(p1 )) is locally finite, i.e., any point x E M admits an 
open neighbourhood intersecting only finitely many supports supp(p1 ) . 
4. 2:1 p1 (x) = 1, for all x E M. 
Theorem 2.5: (Existence of Partitions of Unity) Let M be a differ-
entiable manifold and {Ua : a EA} an open cover of M. Then there exists 
a countable partition of unity {Pi : i = 1, 2, 3, ... } subordinate to the cover 
{Ua} with supp(pi) compact for each i. If one does not require compact sup-
ports, then there is a partition of unity {Pa} subordinate to the cover { U a}, 
i.e. supp(pa) C U0 , with at most countably many of the Pn not identically 
zero. 
Proof: See Frank W. Warner [7], page 10. 
Proposition 2.6: A manifold M of dimension n is orientable if and only 
if it has a global nowhere vanishing n-form. 
Proof: Observe that a diffeomorphism g : Rn ---+ Rn is orientation pre-
serving if and only if there exists a positive function ..\ such that g*(dx1 1\ 
... 1\ dxn) = ..\dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn at every point. 
(::::})Suppose that M is orientable with coordinate systems { (Ua, ha) : a E A}. 
Then 
(hf3h;/ )*(dxl 1\ ... 1\ dxn) = ..\dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn 
for some positive function ..\. Thus 
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Consider (p'Y )'YEG c ego, a partition of unity subordinated to the open cover 
(Uo:)o:EA, i.e., there exists a map cp: G ~ A such that 
supp(p'Y) C U<Ph) for all 1 E G. 
We now let 
where for all a E A we define Wo: = h:dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn. Thus, we see that on 
Uo: n u.B,the W,B = f(wo:) where f = h:(> .. ) =).. 0 ha: is a positive function on 
Ua n u.B· 
At each point x in M, the all forms Wa, if x E Um are positive multi-
ples of one another. Since P'Y ~ 0 and not all p'Y can vanish at a x, the form 
w is nowhere vanishing. 
(-{::::) Suppose that M has a global nowhere vanishing n-form w. 
Let ha : Ua ~ Rn be a coordinate map. Then, on Ua, 
where fa is a nowhere vanishing real-valued function on Ua. Thus, fa: is either 
everywhere positive or everywhere negative. We replace ha: by '1/Jo: = g o ha 
only when fa is negative, where g : Rn ~ Rn is the orientation reversing 
diffeomorphism 
g(XI, ... , Xn) = (-XI,···, Xn)· 
Since'l/J:dxll\ ... 1\dxn = h:g*dxll\ ... 1\dxn = -h:dx11\ ... 1\dxn = (-fo:)w 
, we can assume fa: to be positive for all a. Hence, any transition function 
will pull back dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn to a positive multiple of itself as in ( ** ). 
Therefore, M is orient able with { ( U m ha) : a E A}. 
Proposition 2. 7: A differentiable manifold M is orientable if and only 
if there exists an open cover (Uo:Jo:;EA { i = 1, 2, 3, ... } and local coordinate 
systems ha; : U a; ~ Rn such that 
J(go:1 o:2 ) > 0 on ho: 1 (Uo:1 n Uo:2 ). 






(<=)Assume that there exists an open cover with J(ga 1a2 ) > 0 on ha1 (Ua 1 n 
Ua2) · 
Consider (p1 ) 1 Ec c C'f{'(M) a partition of unity subordinated to the cover 
(UaJa;EA· Thus 
for all 'YE G 
Consider 
where for all ai E A we define Wa; = dx;; 1\ ... 1\ dx~;. 
Therefore, the form w is nowhere vanishing since condition (2.1) implies 
that on UCt] n UC<2 n ... n UCtm the forms WC<]' WC<2l ... 'Warn differ by a positive 
1 · 1· · f - cl ( ox~ 1 ) mu t1p IcatiVe actor, e.g., Wa 1 - et ~ Wa 2 • uXa2 
(:::?) Let w be a global nowhere vanishing n-form on M and consider a local 
coordinate system ha; : Ua; ~ Rn. Then 
wlu . = fa dx:. 1\ ... 1\ dx~ , a, Jj t t...e.1 l,...l.l 
where the differentiable functions are nowhere vanishing and on Ua 1 n ... nU am 
they satisfy the gluing condition 
A permutation c/J of the variables x;i, ... , x~; will change dx;i 1\ ... 1\ dx~; 
by a factor c( c/J) so we can always arrange these variables in such an order. 
Hence fa; > 0, and this will insure the positivity condition 
Remark 2.8: 
1. Any two global nowhere vanishing n-forms w and w' on an orientable 
manifold M of dimension n are related by a nowhere vanishing function: 
w=fw'. 
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2. If A1 is, in addition, connected, then f is either everywhere positive or 
everywhere negative. 
3. We say that w and w' are equivalent if f is positive. Thus a connected 
orientable manifold M has two equivalence classes of nowhere vanishing 
n-forms. Either class is called an orientation on M, written [NI]. 
Example 2.9: The canonical orientation on Rn is the orientation given by 
dx 1 1\ ... 1\ dxn where x1 , ... , Xn are the canonical cartesian coordinates. 
Definition 2.10: Let [M] be a fixed orientation on M. Given a n-form 
t E on (M), we define its integral as follows 
where {Pa} a partition of unity subordinated to an open cover {Ua} of M. 
fu" Pat means JRn (h;;1 )*(pat) for some orientation preserving trivialization 
ha : Ua-> Rn, and Pat has compact support. 
Proposition 2.11: Let M be orientable manifold. Then the above in-
tegral J M t is independent of the coordinate systems { ( U a, ha) : o: E A} and 
the partition of unity {Pa}· 
Proof: Let {(V,a, h,a): {3 E B} be another coordinate system and {q,a} a 




Stokes' formula is the higher dimensional version of the fundamental the-
orem of calculus (Leibniz-Newton Formula) 
1b df = J(b) - f(a) 
where f: [a, b] -----+ R is a differentiable function and df = f'(x)dx. 
In fact, as we shall see, the higher dimensional formula follows from the 
simpler !-dimensional situation. We will first introduce the concept of man-
ifold with boundary in order to achieve the correct formulation of the general 
version. 
Definition 2.12: An orientable manifold M of dimension n with boundary 
is given by the coordinate systems { (Ua, ha) : a E A} where Uo: is homeo-
morphic under ha to either Rn or the upper half space Hf = {(xi, ... , xn) E 
Rn; XI~ 0}. 
Example 2.13: A closed interval I= [a, b] is a differentiable !-dimensional 
manifold with boundary 81 = {a, b }. 
Example 2.14: The closed unit ball B 3 c R 3 is an orientable manifold 
with boundary 8B3 = S2 . 
In the definition of manifold with boundary the half planes Hn play a role 
analogous to that of Rn for ordinary manifolds. Let Hf = {(xi, ... , Xn) E 
Rn; XI ~ 0} with the relative topology of Rn, and denote by oHf the subspace 
defined by oHf = {(xi, ... ' Xn) E Hf; XI = 0}. Then 8Hf is the same space 
whether considered as a subspace of Rn or Hf. It is called the boundary of 
Hf. Of course all of these spaces carry the metric topology derived from the 
metric of Rn, and oHf is homeomorphic to Rn-I by the map: 
We will now introduce the notion of a diffeomorphism of Hf. Let U, V 
be open subsets of Hf. We say that U and V are diffeomorphic if there 
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exists a one-to-one map 9 : U ----7 V (onto) such that 9 and 9-1 are both 
coo maps. Moreover, if U, V C Rn - 8Hf, then U and V are actually 
open in Rn so that this definition coincides with our previous one. On the 
other hand, if U n 8Hf =f. 0, then we claim that V n 8Hf =f. 0 and that 
9(Un8Hr) c Vn8Hf. Similarly, 9- 1(Vn8Hf) c Un8Hf; in other words, 
diffeomorphisms on open sets of Hf take boundary points to boundary points 
and interior points to interior points. We also notice that U n 8Hf and 
V n a Hr are open subsets of 8Hf, a submanifold of Rn diffeomorphic to 
Rn-\ and 9, 9-1 restricted to these open sets in 8Hf are diffeomorphisms. 
We will prove in the following lemma that the boundary 8M of M is an 
(n-1)-dimensional manifold. Moreover, the coordinate systems of M induces 
in a natural way an orientation [BM] on 8M with its coordinate systems. 
Lemma 2.15: Let 9 : Hf ----7 Hf be a diffeomorphism of the upper half 
space with everywhere positive Jacobian determinant (J(9) > 0). Then 9 
induces a map g of the boundary of Hf to itself. The induced map g is 
a diffeomorphism of Rn-l with positive Jacobian determinant everywhere 
(J(g) > 0). 
Proof: By the inverse function theorem, an interior point of Hf must be 
the image of an interior point. Hence 9 maps the boundary to the boundary. 
We will now check that g has positive Jacobian determinant. We will verify 
this for the case n = 2: 
Let 9 be given by 
Then g is given by 
By assumption 
XI = 91 (Yl' Y2) 
x2 = 92(YI, Y2) · 
0 = 91(0, Y2) 
x2 = 92(0, Y2). 
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> 0. 
Since 0 = 91(0, Y2) for all y2, ~91 (0, Y2) = 0, and because g maps the upper UY2 
half to itself, 
Therefore 
- fJg2 J(g) = -8 (o, Y2) > o. Y2 
The general case is similar. 
Let the upper half space Hf = {(x1 , ... , Xn) E Rn; x 1 :2: 0} be given the 
canonical orientation dx1 1\ ... 1\ dxn. Then the induced orientation on its 
boundary fJH! = {(x1 , ... , Xn) E Rn; x1 = 0} is given by the (n- 1)-form 
-dx2 1\ ... 1\dxn. Note that the minus sign is needed to make Stokes' theorem 
sign-free as we will see later. 
In general for an orientable manifold M with boundary, we define the 
induced orientation [fJM] on fJM by the following: 
If h is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of some open set U in M 
into the upper half space Hf, then 
h*[fJH~] = [fJM]Iau, 
where fJU = (fJM) nU. 
We are now in a position to state a basic result in the theory of integration: 
Theorem 2.16: (Stokes' theorem) Let M be an orientable manifold 
of dimension n with boundary fJM. If w is an (n- 1)-form with compact 
support on M, then 
r dw = r w. }M laM 
Proof: Using a partition of unity the verification is reduced to the 
following two situations. 
e Case 1. w is a compactly supported (n- 1)-form in Rn. We have to 
show 
r dw = 0. }Rn 
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It suffices to consider the special case 
w = j(x)dx2 1\ ... 1\ dxn, 
where f(x) is a compactly supported differentiable function. The gen-
eral case is a linear combination of these special situations. We compute 
By Fubini's theorem, 
= { ( { aaj dxi)dx21\ ... 1\dxn = 0. Jnn-1 Jn XI 
But 
1 aj 100 aj -a dxi = -a dxi = f(oo, x2, ... , xn)- !( -oo, x2, ... , xn) = 0 R XI -oo XI 
because f has compact support. 
® Case 2. w is a compactly supported (n- 1)-form on Hf. Let 
Then 
w = L fi(x)dxi 1\ ... 1\ ixi 1\ ... 1\ dxn. 
i 
One can see as above that 
1 aa f dxl 1\ ... 1\ dxn = 0 H n X· 1 ~ 
For i = 1 we have 
= { (!( oo, X2, ... , Xn) - f(O, X2, ... , Xn) )dx2 1\ . .. 1\ dxn Jnn-1 
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= r w 
};)Hn 
1 
The last equality follows from the fact that the induced orientation on 
fJH! is given by -dx2 1\ ... 1\ dxn. This concludes the proof of Stokes' 
theorem. 
Remark 2.17: Stokes' theorem shows that the integral JM dw is indepen-
dent of the behaviour of w inside M. It only depends on the behaviour of w 
on the boundary fJ M. 
Example 2.18: Let w = xdy 1\ dz and dw = dx 1\ dy 1\ dz, then 
r xdy 1\ dz = r dx 1\ dy 1\ dz = 437r ' Js2 lsa 
the volume of the unit ball B 3 c R3 . 
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Chapter 3: Differential Geometry 
In this chapter we want to develop some of the basic differential geomet-
ric concepts in the context of differentiable C-vector bundles whereas we 
described vector bundles in chapter 1. We will denote by the term vector 
bundle a differentiable C-vector bundle E over a differentiable manifold X. 
However, an analogous treatment holds for differentiable R-vector bundles. 
Moreover, we will give the basic definitions of the classical concepts of Rie-
mannian such as metrics, connections, and curvatures. Some of these prop-
erties are important in the next chapter. 
1. Differential Forms 
In this section we will develop the concept of differential forms in terms of 
tangent bundle and cotangent bundle. 
To start this section we suppose that E -r X is a vector bundle of rank r 
and that f = ( e1 , ... , er) is a frame at x E X, i.e., there is a neighbourhood 
U of x and sections { e1, ... , er}, ei E e(U, E), which are linearly independent 
at each point of U. 
Suppose that f = fu is a given frame on the domain of definition U and 
that g : U -r G L( r, C) is a differentiable mapping. Then there is an action 




X E U, 
p=l p=l 
is a new frame, i.e., (fg)(x) = f(x)g(x), and we have the usual matrix prod-
uct at every point. It is clear that f g is defined on U. The mapping g is 
called the mapping of a change of frame. Moreover, for any two frames f 
and f' over U, we see that there exists a change of frame g defined over U 
such that f' = fg. 
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Definition 1.1: Let E-t X be a vector bundle, and suppose that~ E e(U, E) 
for some U open in X. Let f = ( e1 , ... , er) be a frame over U for E. Then 
r 
~=I: eu)ep (1.1) 
p=l 
where the ~P(J) E e(U) are uniquely determined smooth functions on U. 
The last equality induces a mapping 
£! : e(U, E) -t e(ur e(U, u X er) 
such that 
where the ~P(J) are defined by (1.1). 
Suppose that g is a change of frame over U. Then 
r 
e(Jg) = "Lg;;cu), 
0'=1 
which implies that 
~(Jg) = g-1~(!) 
or 
g~(Jg) = ~(!) (1.2). 
Remark 1.2: 
1. The equality (1.1) gives a vector representation for sections~ E e(U, E). 
2. The equality (1.2) shows the transformation of a section under a change 
of frame for the vector bundle E. 
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If E is a holomorphic vector bundle, then we also have holomorphic frames, 
i.e., f = (e1, ... ,er),ej E C'J(U,E) and e1/\ .. . I\ er(x)-/= 0 for all x E U. 
lVIoreover, all changes of frame are holomorphic, given by a holomorphic 
mapping 
g : U -----t GL(r, C). 
Then with respect to a holomorphic frame we have the vector representation 
given by ~ t---t ~(t) as before and the transformation rule for a holomorphic 
change of frame is still given by (1.2). 
Now, let 1r : E ---+ X be a vector bundle (as described in Definition 2.1.1, 
Chapter 1). We can derive from this vector bundle a new vector bundle 
which is the dual bundle E* ---+ X to be the vector bundle with fibre E;; 
trivializations 
hu : Eu -----t u X er 
(where Eu = 1r-1(U)) then induce maps 
which give E* = uE; the structure of a manifold. The construction is most 
easily expressed in terms of transition functions: if E ---+ X has transition 
functions {9a.B}, then E* ---+ X is just the vector bundle given by transition 
functions 
Ja.B(x) = t9a.B(x)-1 . 
Similarly, if E ---+ X, F ---+ X are vector bundles of rank r and m with tran-
sition functions {9a!3} and {fa/3}, respectively, then we can define bundles: 
1. and E EEl F, given by transition functions 
2. E ® F, given by transition functions 
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3. f\P E, given by transition functions 
In particular, 1\r E is a line bundle given by 
Ja{3(x) = detgaf3(x) E GL(l,C) = C*, 
called the determinant bundle of E. 
Definition 1.3: The cotangent bundle is defined to be the dual bundle 
T*(X) of the tangent bundle T(X) . 
Definition 1.4: We define 
1\T(X) = EB;=o 1\P T(X) 
1\T*(X) = EB;=o 1\P T*(X) 
where n is the dimension of the manifold X. 
Definition 1.5: Suppose that E-----+ X is a vector bundle. Then we let 
C:P(X, E) = c(X, 1\PT*(X) 0c E) 
be the differential forms of degree p on X with coefficients in E. 
Lemma 1.6: Let E and E' be vector bundles over X. Then there is 
an isomorphism 
T : c(E) 0c: c(E') -t c(E 0 E'). 
Proof: Given~ E c(U, E), TJ E c(U, E'), define T(~ 0 TJ) E c(U, E 0 E') 
by 
T(~ 0 TJ)(x) = ~(x) 0 TJ(x). 
We construct a converse as follows. Choose a locally finite covering {Ui} of 
U such that over each Ui we have frames { ea,i} for E, { e~,J for E'; and a 
partition of unity { l/>i} such that supp( l/>i) C Ui, and functions '1/Ji E TI(X) 
such that supp('I/Ji) c Ui and '1/Ji - 1 on supp(l/>i)· Given 1 E c(U, E 0 E'), 
write 
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l'(x) = La,p l'fP(x)ea,i(x) 0 e~,i for X E ui ' 
We can extend c/JnfP by zero to a function in £(U), and extend 1/Jiea,i to a 
section in £(U, E), and 1/Jie~,i to a section in £(U, E'). Then 
a,p i 
and one verifies that T maps this to /', because Li 1/Ji ( x) 2 c/Ji ( x) = 1. 
Corollary 1. 7: Let E be a vector bundle over X. Then 
£P 0c_ t:(X, E) - £P(X, E). 
Proof: £(X, I'.PT*(x)) 0c_ t:(X, E) 
= t:(X, l'lT*(X) 0c E) 
= £P(X, E). 
We shall denote the image of rp 0 ~ under the isomorphism in Corollary 1. 7 
by rp.~ E £P(X, E) where rp E £P(X) and ~ E £(X, E). Suppose that f 
is a frame for E over U c X. Then we have a local representation for 
~ E £P ( U, E) similar to ( 1.1) given by 
fl/ : £P(U, E) ----t [£P(U)]q 
such that 
~q(J) 
defined by the relation 
q 
~ = L:eU) · ep. 
p=l 
where ~P(J) E £P(U). Moreover, if g is a change of frame over U, then 
we have the transformation law for the local representation of vector-valued 
differential forms 
~(!g)= g- 1~(!), ~ E £P(X, E). 
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2. Metric on Vector Bundles 
Definition 2.1: Let E --> X be a vector bundle. A Hermitian metric 
h on E is an assignment of a Hermitian inner product ( · , · ) x to each fibre 
Ex of E such that for any open U c X and ~, 'T/ E e ( U, E) the function 
given by 
(~, ry)(x) = (~(x), ry(x))x 
is C 00 . 
Definition 2.2: A vector bundle E equipped with a Hermitian metric 
h is called a Hermitian vector bundle. 
Definition 2.3: Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle and suppose that 
f = ( e1, ... , er) is a frame for E over some open set U. Then 
and we define h(J) = [h(J)pal as the r x r matrix of the c= functions 
{h(J)pa}, where r =rankE. 
Remark 2.4: h(J) is a positive definite Hermitian symmetric matrix and is 
a local representative for the Hermitian metric h with respect to the frame f. 
Example 2.5: For any~' 'T/ E e(U, E), we write 
p a 
p,a 
where the last product is a matrix multiplication. Moreover, if g is a change 
of frame over U, then 
h(Jg) = tgh(J)g, 
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which is the transformation law for local representations of the Hermitian 
metric. 
Theorem 2.6: Every vector bundle E ---+ X admits a Hermitian met-
ne. 
Proof: There exists a locally finite covering { U a} of X and frames fa 
defined on U0 . We define a Hermitian metric ha on Elu" by setting, for any 
~, TJ E Ex, x E U a, 
We now use a partition of unity. Let {Pa} be a coo partition of unity subor-
dinate to the covering {U0 }. For~, TJ E Ex, we let 
It is clear that if~, TJ E e(U, E), then the function 
X f--' (~(x), TJ(x))x = L Pa(x)(~(x), TJ(x)~) 
is a coo function U. Note that it is easy to verify that h is indeed a Her-
mitian inner product on each fibre of E, since 0 ::::; p0 (x) ::::; 1 for all a. 
Thus, ( · , · ) gives a Hermitian metric for E ---+ X. 
3. Connection on Vector Bundles 
Definition 3.1: Let E ---+ X be a vector bundle. Then a connection 
D on E---+ X is a C-linear mapping 
D : e(X, E) -----t e 1(X, E) 
which satisfies 
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where cp E C:(X) and~ E C:(X, E). 
Remark 3.2: 
1. (3.1) implies that D is a first order differential operator mapping C:(X, E) 
to C: 1(X, E)= C:(X, T*(X)&JE), which will be defined in the next chap-
ter. 
2. In the case where E is the trivial line bundle, i.e. E =X x C, we may 
take the ordinary exterior differentiation 
as a connection on E . 
3. A connection is a generalization of exterior differentiation to vector-
valued differential forms. 
Definition 3.3: Let f = (e1 , ... , er) be a frame over U for a vector bundle 
E---+ X, equipped with a connection D. Then the connection matrix B(D, f) 
associated with the connection D and the frame f is as 
B(D, f) = [Bpa(D, !)], 
where 
r 
Dea = L epa(D, f) 0 ep. 
p=l 
For a fixed connection D we denote the matrix B(D, f) more briefly by B(f). 
We can use the connection matrix to describe the action of D on sections 
of E. If~ E C:(U, E) for a given frame j, then 






D~ = 2:: [d~(f) + ()(j) 1\ ~U)r 0 eu' 
where we set 
d~(f) = 
and the wedge product is the ordinary matrix multiplication of matrices with 
differential form coefficients. 
Thus we see that 
D~(f) = d~(f) + ()(j) 1\ ~(!) 
= [d + ()(j)]~(f) 
thinking of d + ()(j) as being an operator acting on vector-valued functions. 
Remark 3.4: In the case where E is the tangent bundle of X, i.e., 
E = T(X), then the analogue of a connection on a R-vector bundle as above 
defines an affine connection in the usual sense. 
If w = (w1 , ... , wn) is a frame for T*(X) over U, then 
n 
()pu = L r~kwk, r~k E e(U). 
k=l 
In the classical case these are the Schwarz-Christo.ffel symbols associated 
with a given connection. 
4. Curvature on Vector Bundles 
Suppose that E --+ X is a vector bundle equipped with a connection D. 
Let E = Hom(E, E) be the vector bundle whose fibres are Hom(Ex, Ex)· 
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Definition 4.1: Let E -> X be a vector bundle with connection D and 
let ()(!) = ()(D, f) be the associated connection matrix and fix a frame f on 
U C X. Then we put 
8(D, f)= d()(f) + ()(j) 1\ ()(j) 
which is an r x r matrix of 2-forms, i.e., 
We will call 8(D, f) the curvature matrix associated with the connection 
matrix ()(j) . 
Lemma 4.2: Let 9 be a change of frame and define ()(j) and 8(!) as 
above. Then 
1. d9 + ()(!)9 = 9()(!9) 
2. 8(!9) = 9-18(!)9 
Proof: 
r 
D(e~) = L ()vcrU 9)e~ 
v=l 
v,p 
and on the other hand 
p p p,T 
By comparing coefficients, we obtain 
9()(!9) = d9+()(!)9· 
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2. If we apply the exterior derivative to gB(Jg) = dg + B(f)g, then we 
obtain 
dB(!)· g- B(f) /\ dg = dg /\ B(fg) + g · dB(fg) (4.1) 
and we have 
By substituting (4.2) in (4.1) we obtain an algebraic expression for 
g ·dB(! g) in terms of the quantities dB(!), B(f), dg, g, g-1. Then we can 
write 
g[dB(fg) + B(f) /\ B(f)] = g8(fg) 
in terms of these same quantities. This is the same as 
Therefore 
[dB(!)+ 0(!) /\ B(f)]g = 8(f)g. 
g8(! g) = 8(f)g 
8(!9 ) = 9- 18(!)9 . 
Lemma 4.3: For all~(!) in e(X, E): 
[d + O(f)][d + B(f)]~(f) = 8(!)~(!), 
So that D 2 and 8 are the same operator e(X, E) ---+ e 2 (X, E). 
Proof: (d + B)(d +B)~= d2~ + B · d~ + d(B · ~) + () /\ () · ~ 
= e . d~ + de - e . d~ + e A B . ~ 
= de . ~ + B A B . ~ 
=8·~. 
Definition 4.4: Let D be a connection in a vector bundle E ---+ X. Then 
the curvature 8E(D) is defined to be that element 8 E e 2(X, Hom(E, E)) 
such that the e(X)-linear mapping 
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has the representation with respect to a frame f locally 
8(!) = 8(D, f)= dB(!)+ B(f) 1\ B(f). 
Note that 8E(D) is well defined, since B(f) satisfies the transformation prop-
erty in Lemma 4.2(2), which ensure that 8(!) a global element in E2 (X, 
Hom(E, E)). 
Remark 4.5: The curvature 8 is an E(X)-linear mapping 
8: E(X, E) --t E2 (X, E), 
but the connection D is not E(X)-linear because the transformation formula 
of B(f) involves derivatives of the change of frames. 
Finally, we can extend the definition of D to higher order differential forms 
with values in a vector bundle E by setting 
D~(f) = d~(f) + B(f) 1\ ~(!). 
Thus 
D : £P(X, E) --t [P+l(X, E) 
where~ E £P(X, E). This extension is known as covariant differentiation. 
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Chapter 4: Elliptic Operators and The Cohomology of 
Projective Algebraic Varieties 
1. Sobolev Spaces 
Let X be a compact differentiable manifold with a strictly positive smooth 
measure p. This means that dp is a volume element (or density) which can 
be expressed in local coordinates (x1 , ... , xn) by 
dp = p(x)dx1 · · · dxn, 
where the coefficients transform by 
fJx· 
p(x)dx1 · · · dxn = p(y)J f) z Jdyl · · · dyn, 
Yi 
where p(y )dy1 · · · dyn is the representation with respect to the change of co-
ordinates x f-t y and ( fJxd fJyi) is the corresponding Jacobian matrix. Such 
measures always exist. If X is orientable, then the volume element dp can 
be chosen to be a positive differential form of degree n. 
Definition 1.1: Let E be a differentiable vector bundle over X. Let 
e k (X, E) be the k-th order differentiable sections of E over X, 0 :::; k < oo, 
and for k = oo: e00 (X, E) = e(X, E). Then we denote the compactly sup-
ported sections by 
TI(X, E) c e(X, E), 
and the compactly supported functions by 
TI(X) c e(X). 
Moreover, 1)k c ek for 0 :::; k < oo. 
Definition 1.2: If E is, in addition, Hermitian, then we define an inner 
product ( · , ·) on e (X, E) by setting 
(~, ry) = L (~(x), ry(x)) Edf-L 
where ( ·, ·) E is the Hermitian metric on E. 
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l 
Let ll~llo = (~, ~) 2 be the L2-norm and let vV0 (X, E) be the completion of 
c(X, E). Let {Uu, hu} be a finite trivializing cover of E, then we have the 
following diagram 
where hu is a bundle isomorphism as described in Chapter 1 (Definition 2.1.1), 
and hu : Uu --+ Uu C Rn are local coordinate systems for the manifold X. 
Then let 
h~ : c(Uu, E) --7 (c(Uu)]m 
be the induced map. Let {Pu} be a partition of unity subordinate to the 
cover {Uu}· We define, for~ E c(X, E), 
ll~lls,E = L llh~Pu~lls,Rn' 
Q 
where 11 lls,Rn is the Sobolev norm for a compactly supported differentiable 
function 
defined by 
IIJII;,Rn = j l}(y)l 2 (1 + IYI 2 ) 8 dy 1 (1.1) 
where 
}(y) = (27r)-n j e-i(x,y) f(x)dx (1.1') 
is the Fourier transform in Rn. If ll~lls < oo, fors a positive integer, then this 
means that ~ has s derivatives in L2 since we know that the norm 11 lls,Rn 
is equivalent to the norm 
where a= (a1 , ... , an) is a multiindex. (See, e.g., Hormander (3], Chapter 1, 
Sec. 1. 7.) This follows essentially from the basic fact about Fourier transforms 
that 
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We let W 8 (X, E) be the completion of C:(X, E) with respect to the norm 
11 lis defined on E. W 8 (X, E) depends on the choice of partition of unity 
and the local trivialization. 
Theorem 1.3: (Sobolev): Let X be a compact differentiable manifold 
and let dimR X = n. Suppose that k < s - } - 1. Then 
Proof: SeeR. A. Adams [1], page 97. 
Theorem 1.4: (Rellich Kondrachov theorem): Let X be a compact 
differentiable manifold. Then the natural inclusion 
for r < s is a completely continuous linear map. 
Proof: SeeR. A. Adams [1], page 144. 
We mean by completely continuous that the image of a closed ball is com-
pact, i.e., j is a compact operator. We shall prove the above theorems in 
special cases. 
Proposition 1.5: Let f be a measurable £ 2 function in Rn with 11/lls,Rn < oo, 
and suppose k is a nonnegative integer such that k < s- ~ - 1 and s EN. 
Then f E Ck(Rn) after a possible change on a set of measure zero. 
Proof: llflls < oo means that 
Let 
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be the inverse Fourier transform, if the integral converges. It is known that 
if the inverse Fourier transform exists, then J ( x) agrees with f ( x) almost 
everywhere (see, e.g., Hormander [3], Chapter 1, Sec. 1.7), and that f E 
C 0 ( Rn) if this integral exists, making the appropriate change on a set of 
measure zero. Similarly, for some constant c, 
D 0 f(x) = c j ei(x,f.)~o:J(Od~ 
will be continuous derivatives of f if the integral converges. Therefore, we 
need to show that for lad ::; k the integrals J ei(x,f.)~o: ](Od~ 
converge and it will follow that f E Ck(Rn). But we have 
J lf(~)ll~l 1 0: 1 d~ = J 11(~)1(1 + 1~1 2 )~ l~llo:l 8 d~ (1 + 1~12)2 
J 1~12lo:l .!. :=:; IIJIIs( (1 + ~~~2)sd0 2 • 
We have chosen s so that this last integral exists, and we have 
J lf(~)ll~l 1 0: 1 d~ < 00. 
Thus, the proposition is proved. 
We will now prove a simple case of Rellich's theorem (Theorem 1.4). We 
shall write K CC Rn provided KC Rn and K is compact. 
Proposition 1.6: Suppose that we have a sequence {fv} in W 8 (Rn) and 
that all fv have compact support in K CC Rn. Assume that llfvlls ::; 1 for 
all v. Then for any r < s there exists a subsequence {fvJ which converges 
in wr(Rn). 
Proof: We first observe that for ~, 'TJ E Rn, s E z+, 
(1 + 1~12)~::; 2~(1 +I~- 'Tll2)~(1 + I'TJI2)~. (1.2) 
To see this we write 
1 + I(+ 'Tll2 ::; 1 + (1(1 + I'Tll)2 ::; 1 + 2(1(12 + I'Tll2) ::; 2(1 + 1(12)(1 + I'Tli2)-
H we put ~ = ( + 'TJ, then we get the above inequality (1.2). 
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Now, let <p E 'D ( Rn) be chosen so that <p - 1 on K. Then from a standard 
relation between the Fourier transform and convolution we have that 
fv = IPfv · 
This implies 
(see, e.g., Nicolaescu [4], Lemma 9.2.9). Therefore we obtain from (1.2) and 
(1.3) that 
(1 + J~J 2 )~JJv(~)J::; 2~(27r)-n /(1 + ~~ -77J 2 )~Jcp(~ -17)j(l + J77J 2 )~JJv(77)Jd77 
::; Cs,cp JJJvJJs::; Cs,cp' 
where Cs,cp is a constant depending on s and <p. Thus, Jfv(OJ is uniformly 
bounded on compact subsets of Rn. 
Similarly, by differentiating (1.3) we obtain that all derivatives of fv are 
uniformly bounded on compact subsets in the same manner. Therefore, by 
Arzela Ascoli theorem, there is a subsequence fv; such that fv, converges in 
the coo topology to a coo function on Rn. 
Let E > 0 be given. Suppose that 0 ::; r < s. Then there is a ball BE such 
that 
1 
-:------:---:-=- < E (1 + J~J2)s-r 
for~ outside the ball BE. Then consider 
::; i. Jfv; (0 - fvi (~) 12(1 + J~J 2t d~ + E ln-B, J}v; (~) - Jvi (~) 12(1 + J~J 2 ) 8d~ 
::; r lfv;(~)- !vj(~)l 2 (1 + ~~l 2td~ + 2E, Js, 
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where by assumption ll!v; lis ::::; 1. Since we know that Jv; converges on com-
pact subsets we can choose vi, Vj large enough so that the first integral is < E, 
and thus !v; is a Cauchy sequence in vVr(Rn). 
2. Differential Operators 
Definition 2.1: Let E and F be differentiable C-vector bundles over a 
differentiable manifold X. Let 
L : C:(X, E) ----+ C:(X, F) 
be a C-linear map. We say that Lis a differential operator of order at most 
k if, for all choices of local coordinates and local trivializations, the induced 
mapping L given by the following diagram 
[c(U)JP L [C:(U)]q 
=l l= 
C:(U, u X GP) C:(U, u X Cq) 
r r 
C:(U, Ew) L C:(U,f1u) 
is a linear partial differential operator of order at most k, where we con-
sider U C Rn and L acting on restrictions of global sections. That is, for 
f = (!1, ... , fp) in [c(U)JP 
aij Daf· 
Q Jl i = 1, ... ,q' 
J=l, ... ,p ;lalsk 
where a is a multiindex. 
Definition 2.2: 
1. A differential operator is said to be of order at most k if there are no 
derivatives of order ,2: k + 1 appearing in any local representation. 
2. We denote by Diffk(E, F) the vector space of all differential operators of 
order at most k mapping C:(X, E) to C:(X, F). We define Diff(E, F) to 
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be the union of all Diffk(E, F), i.e., Diff(E, F)= Uk Diffk(E, F). 
Example 2.3: (The exterior derivative in Rn) The differential operator 
is of order 1. 
We now need to discuss the concept of a formal adjoint operator. 
Definition 2.4: Let E and F be Hermitian C-vector bundles over a dif-
ferentiable manifold X with a measure p,, and let L be in Diff( E, F). Then 
the operator S E Diff( F, E) is said to be a formal ad joint of L if for all 
f E TI(X, E) c e(X, E) and g E TI(X, F) c e(X, F) 
i (Lf' g) Fdtt = i (!' Sg) Edp,' 
where dp, is the volume element on X, and 1) is as described in Definition 1.1. 
Example 2.5: Let U, V, and W be finite dimensional inner product spaces, 
and suppose that 
u--Sv~w 
is exact. Let L* : V ~ U and S* : W ~ V be adjoints of L and S 
respectively. Then the operator S* S + LL * is an isomorphism on V. To 
show this, we let v be a nonzero element of V. We need to only show that 
(S*S + LL*)(v) # 0. Now 
((S* S + LL*)v, v) = (Sv, Sv) + (L*v, L*v). 
If Sv # 0, then (S*S + LL*)(v) # 0. If Sv = 0, then v lies, by exactness, in 
the image of L. But L* is injective on the image of L. Thus L*v # 0, which 
implies that (S*S + LL*)(v) # 0. 
Remark 2.6: The formal adjoint of a differential operator L E Diff(E, F) 
is denoted by L *, if it exists. 
Lemma 2. 7: Any L E Diff(E, F) admits at most one formal adjoint. 
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Proof: Let SI, 5 2 be two formal adjoints of L. Then for all g E '.D(X, F) 
i (!, (SI - S2)g) Edf-l = 0 
for all f E '.D(X, E). This implies (SI- S2 )g = 0 for all g E '.D(X, F). If g E 
E.(X, F) is not necessarily compactly supported, then choosing (p) c '.D(X) a 
partition of unity, we conclude using the locality of S = SI -52 as described 
in Definition 2.1 that 
Sg = l::pS(pg) = 0. 
Proposition 2.8: Suppose LE Diff(E, F) and SE Diff(F, G) admit formal 
adjoints L* E Diff(F, E) and S* E Diff(G, F), respectively. Then SL admits 
a formal adjoint, and 
(SL)* = L* S*. 
Proof: For any f E '.D(X, E), g E '.D(X, F), and h E '.D(X, G) 
i (SLJ, h)c df-l = i (Lf, S* f) F df-l 
= L u, L * S* h) E df-l. 
We want to define the symbol of a differential operator. The symbol will be 
used for the classification of differential operators into various types. Recall 
that T*(X) is the cotangent bundle to a differentiable manifold X, let T'(X) 
denote T*(X) with zero section deleted. 
Definition 2.9: Let 1f : T'(X) ~ X denote the natural projection map. 
We set, for any k E Z, 
Smblk(E,F) ={a E Hom(7r*E,1f*F) such that a(x,pv) =pka(x,v) for all 
p > O,(x, v) E T'(X)}, 
where 1r* E and 1r* F denote (as in Chapter 1, Definition 2.2.12) the pullback 
of E and F by 1f to T'(X). 
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Definition 2.10: Let LE Diffk(E, F). Then we have a linear map 
ak: Diffk(E, F)~ Smblk(E, F) , 
where ak(L) is called the k-symbol of differential operator L. Let (x, v) E 
T'(X) and e E Ex be given. Find g E e(X) and f E e(X, E) such that 
dgx = v, and f(x) =e. Then we define 
1 
ak(L)(x, v)e = L( k! (g- g(x))k f)(x) E Fx. 
Thus ak(L)(x, v) is a linear mapping from Ex to Fx which defines an element 
of Smblk(E, F). 
Proposition 2.11: The symbol map ak gives rise to an exact sequence 
Diffk_ 1(E, F) ~ Diffk(E, F)~ Smblk(E, F) (2.1) 
where j is the natural inclusion. 
Proof: We have to show that the k-symbol of a differentiable operator 
of order k has a certain form in local coordinates. Let L be a linear partial 
differential operator 
L: [e(U))P ~ [e(U)]q 
where U is open in Rn, and p = rank(E) and q = rank(F). If 
L= L AaD0 , 
lal::;k 
where { Aa} are p x q matrices of coo functions on U, then we choose g E e ( U) 
such that v = dg = 2:7=1 ~idxi, i.e., Dig(x) = ~i· Let e E CP. Then we have 
1 
ak(L)(x, v) = L A0 D0 ( k! (g- g(x))ke)(x). 
lai:Sk 
Clearly, the evaluation at x of derivatives of order ::; k - 1 will equal zero, 
since there will be a factor of [g- g(x)]lx = 0 remaining. Hence, the only 
nonzero part is 
k' L Aa(x) k; (Dlg(x)) 01 • • • (Dng(x)tn 
lal=k 
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= L Aa(x)~~~ · · · ~~n = L Aa(x)~a. 
iai=k lal=k 
For each fixed (X) V)) (h ( L) (X) V) is a linear mapping from X X GP 1---t X X Gq) 
given by the usual multiplication of a vector in GP by the matrix 
It is easy to see that if ak(L) = 0, then the differential operator L has k-th 
order terms equal to zero, and thus L is a differential operator of order k - 1. 
The mapping akin (2.1) is, by Definition 2.10, well defined. We now want 
to see that the kernel is contained in Diffk-l ( E, F), so it suffices to see that 
this is true for a local representation of the operator. This then follows from 
the local representation for the symbol ak(L)(x, v) = Liai=k Aa(x)~0 . 
Theorem 2.12: Let E, F, and G be vector bundles over a differentiable 
manifold X. If LE Diffk(E, F) and SE Diffm(F, G), then 
SL =SoLE Diffk+m(E, G) . 
Moreover, ak+m(SL) = am(S) · ak(L), where the right hand product is the 
product of the linear mapping involved. 
Proof: The relation ak+m(SL) = am(S) · ak(L) is clear for calculations 
in local representations for the symbols of S and L as described in proof of 
Proposition 2.11. 
We will end this section by stating an important property of the basic 
properties of differential operators which is the existence of a formal adjoint. 
Theorem 2.13: Suppose X is a differentiable manifold, and let L be 
in Diffk(E, F). Then the adjoint operator L* exists, and L* E Diffk(F, E). 
Moreover, ak(L*) = (-1)kak(L)*, where ak(L)* is the adjoint of the linear 
map 
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Proof: Suppose that J-L is a strictly positive smooth measure on X, and 
that hE and hp are Hermitian metrics on E and F, respectively. The inner 
product for any~, fl E 'D(X, E) is (as in Definition 1.2) given by 
Recall that if~ and fl have compact support in a neighbourhood where E 
admits a local frame f = ( e1 , ... , eq), then we have (as shown in Chap-
ter 3, Sec.2) 
(~, fl) = ln 1 fl(x)hE(x)~(x)p(x)dx, 
where p(x) is a density, and 
~(x) = ~(f)(x) = 
and the same for 'T/( x). Similarly, let F admit a local frame g = ( e1 , ... , ep). 
Then for a, T E 'D(X, F), we have 
where 
(a, T) = f 1T(x)hp(x)a(x)p(x)dx, }Rn 
a(x) = a(g)(x) = 
aP(g)(x) 
and the same for T(x). Suppose that L : 'D(X, E) --t 'D(X, F) is a linear 
differential operator of order k, and assume that the sections have support 
in a trivializing neighbourhood U which gives local coordinates for X near 
some point. Then we can write 
(L~, T) = f tT(x)hp(x)(L(x, D)~(x))p(x)dx, }Rn 
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where 
i(x, D)= L Ca(x)Dcx 
lni:S:k 
is a p x q matrix of partial differential operators, i.e., Ca(x) is a p x q matrix 
of coo functions in Rn. So we can write 
By integrating by parts, since ~ and T have compact support we obtain 
= 1 t( L Ca(x)Dnr(x))hE(x)~(x)p(x)dx, 
Rn lni:S:k 
where Ca(x) are q x p matrices of coo functions defined by the formula 
t( L Ca(x)Dnr(x)) = L ( -l)lcxlncx(tr(x)p(x)hp(x)Ca(x))(hE(x))-1 (p(x))- 1 , (2.4) 
lnl:s:k lni:S:k 
and hence theCa have derivatives of metric on F and of the density p(x) on 
X. Thus, the formula (2.4) suffices to define a linear differential operator 
L* : 1)(X, F) ~ 1)(X, E) 
which is the desired adjoint of L. Moreover, the symbol ak(L*) is given by 
the terms in (2.4) which only differentiate T, since all other terms give lower 
order terms in the expression 2..:lal:s:k Ca(x). It is easy to see that the symbol 
of L* is the adjoint (up to sign) of the symbol of L by representing ak(L) with 
respect to these local frames and computing its adjoint as a linear mapping. 
3. Pseudodifferential Operators 
In this section we will generalize the concept of differential operators in or-
der to find a class of operators which will serve as almost inverses for elliptic 
partial differential operators as we will see in the next section. Such gener-
alizations of differential operators are called pseudodifferential operators. 
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Recall that if U is an open set in Rn, and if p(x, 0 is a polynomial in 
~ of degree m with coefficients coo functions in the variable x E U, then 
we can obtain the most general linear partial differential operators in U by 
letting P = p(x, D) be the differential operator obtained by replacing the 
vector~= (6, ... , ~n) by ( -iD1, ... , -iDn), where we set D1 = (8/Dxj) and 
( -i)lalna = Df1 ••• D~n replaces ~r1 ·• • ~;:n in the polynomial p(x, ~). By 
using the Fourier transform, for u E 'D(U), we can write 
Pu(x) = f ei(x,t;}p(x, ~)u(~)d~, (3.1) }Rn 
where 
is the Fourier transform of u, and x E U for u(x) (extending u by zero). 
Remark 3.1: 
1. The action of the operator P is defined by a polynomial p(x, ~) on 
functions in the domain U. 
2. Since 'D(U) is dense in most interesting spaces it suffices to know if the 
action of P is continuous on such functions. 
We shall now define classes of functions which possess several important 
properties of the polynomials considered above. 
Definition 3.2: Let U be an open set in Rn and let m be any integer. 
1. Let §m(U) be the class of coo functions p(x, ~) defined on U x Rn, 
satisfing the following property: for any compact set K C U, and 
for any multiindices a, {3, there exists a constant Ca,f3,K depending on 
a, {3, K, and p(x, ~) so that 
ID~D~p(x,OI ~ Ca,{3,K(l + l~l)m-Jal, X E K,~ ERn. 
2. Let sm(U) denote the set of p E §m(U) such that 
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l . p(x,>.t;) ( ) ( C) lnl>.-.00 ~ = O'm P X,<, 
exists, and 
p(x,f,)- p(jjf,jj) · O'm(P)(x,f,) E §m-l(U), 
where p : R ~ 0 -----. R is a c= function, p = 0 around 0, and p = 1 
for x ~ 1. Note that am(P)(x, f,) is the m-th order homogeneous part if 
p(x, f,) is a polynomial in f, of degree m, because the lower order terms 
go to zero in the limit. 
3. Let S0 (U) denote the class of p E §m(U) such that there is a compact 
set K C U, so that for any f, E Rn, the function p( x, f,), considered as a 
function of x E U, has compact support in K, i.e., p(x, f,) has uniform 
compact support in the x-variable. Let SQ-(U) = SQ-(U) n sm(U). 
Note that property (1) expresses the growth in the f, variable near oo. 
Lemma 3.3: Suppose that p E sm(U). Then am(P)(x,f,) is a c= function 
on U x (Rn- {0}) and is homogeneous of degree m in f,. 
Proof: By Arzela Ascoli theorem, it suffices to show that for any compact 
subset of the form K x L, where K and L are compacts in U and (Rn- {0} ), 
respectively, we have that the limit in Definition 3.2(2) converges uniformly 
on K x L and that all derivatives in x and f, of (p(x, >..f,)/ >..m) are uniformly 
bounded on K x L for>.. E (1, oo). This follows from the estimates in Defi-
nition 3.2(1) since 
and hence 
Df3 Do.(p(x, >..f,)) = Df3 Da ( )..C) . >..lo.l 
x ~ )._m x ~ P X, <, )._m ' 
1
Dj3 Da(p(x, >..f,) )j < C (1 + )..jtj)m-lo.l. )..lo.l 
x ~ )._m - o.,j3,K <, )._m 
1 
:::; Ca,j3,K((~)m-lo.l + ... + jf,jm-lo.l) 
< C (>.. -1 + jCj)m-lal 
- o.,j3,K <, 
:::; Ca,j3,K sup(1 + jf,j)m-lo.l < oo. 
~EL 
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Therefore all derivatives are uniformly bounded. Particulary, the limit also 
is uniform. We still have to show the homogeneity. Let T > 0, then 
( )( C)_ 1. p(X,AT~) CJ p X, T c., - lm \ 
A--+00 /\m 
= lim p(x, AT~) . Tm 
.X--+oo ( T ).)m 
= lim p(x, X~) · Tm 
N--+oo (.\')m 
= CJ(p)(x, ~) · Tm. 
Now, for p(x, ~) E §m(U), we define an operator L(p) in analogy with (3.1): 
L(p)u(x) = J ei(x,~>p(x, ~)u(~)d~, (3.2) 
and we call L(p) a canonical pseudodi.fferential operator of order m. 
Lemma 3.4: L(p) is a linear operator map 
L(p) : 'D(U) ----7 e(U). 
Proof: Linearity is clear. Let u E 'D(U). Then we have, for any multi-
index a, 
( -i)lal~au(~) = (27r)-n J e-i(x,~) D0 u(x)dx, 
and hence 1~0u(~)l is bounded for any a since u has compact support. This 
implies that 
lu(~)l :::; C(1 + 1~1)-N, 
for any large N, i.e., u(~) goes to zero at oo faster than any polynomial. 
Thus 
ID~p(x, ~)u(~)l :::; C(1 + l~l)m-N 
is the estimate for any derivatives of the integrand in (3.2). Obviously, 
the last equality implies that the integral in (3.2) converges nicely enough 
to differentiate under the integral sign. Hence L(p)u(x) E e(U). It is 
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clear from the same estimates that L(p) is indeed a continuous linear map-
ping 'D(U) into c(U). 
Definition 3.5: Suppose X is a differentiable manifold. We define OPk(E, F) 
as the vector space of C-linear mappings 
T: c(X, E) -----t c(X, F) 
such that there is a continuous extension of T 
for all s. 
Theorem 3.6: Suppose that p E S0 (U). Then L(p) is in OPm. 
Proof: See R. 0. Wells [8], page 126. 
We now want to define pseudodifferential operators on a manifold X. 
Definition 3. 7: Let L be a linear map 
L : 'D(X) -----t c(X). 
Then we say that L is a pseudodifferential operator of order m on X if and 
only if for any coordinate chart U and any open set U' cc U there exists 
apE S0 (U) (considering U as an open subset of Rn) so that if u E 'D(U'), 
then (extending u by zero to be in 'D(X)) 
Lulu = L(p)u, 
i.e., by restricting to the coordinate U, there is a function p E S0 (U) so that 
the operator is a canonical pseudodifferential operator as in (3.2). 
Definition 3.8: Let E and F be vectors bundles over a differentiable 
manifold X, and let L be a linear map 
L: 'D(X, E) -----t c(X, F). 
Then L is called a pseudodifferential operator of order m on X if and only 
if for any coordinate chart U with trivializations of E and F over U and for 
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any open set U' cc U there exists a q x p matrix (zlj), pij E S0 (U), so that 
the induced map 
Lu : 'D(U't -----> c(U)q 
is a matrix of canonical pseudodifferential operators L(pij), i = 1, ... , q, 
j = 1, ... ,p defined by (3.2), where p = rank(E) and q = rank(F). 
Remark 3.9: The additional restriction in Definition 3. 7 and 3.8 of the 
restricting the action of Lu to functions supported in U' CC U is due to the 
fact that in general a pseudodifferential operator is not a local operator, i.e., 
it does not preserve supports in the sense that supp(Lu) C supp(u), whereas 
differential operators do. 
Definition 3.10: 
of order m 
is the matrix 
The local m-symbol of a pseudodifferential operator 
L : 'D(X, E) -----> 'D(X, F) 
am(Lu )(x, ~) = [am(Pij)(x, ~)], i = 1, ... , q, j = 1, ... ,p 
with respect to a coordinate chart U and trivializations of E and F over U, 
where the pij are in sm(U). Note that am(Lu) will also depend on U' cc U. 
We will now study the behaviour of the local m-symbol under local dif-
feomorphisms in order to obtain a global m-symbol of L. Recall that if a 
differential operator is locally expressed as 
L = L Ca(y)D~, 
lal::;m 
and we make a change of coordinates x = F(y), then we can express the 
same operator in terms of the new coordinates 
L = L Ca(x)D~ 
lal::;m 
and 
L(u(F(y))) = L Ca(F(y))D~u(F(y)). 
lal::;m 
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Theorem 3.11: Let U CC Rn and let p E S0 (U). Suppose that F is 
a diffeomorphism of U onto itself (in coordinates x = F (y), x, y E Rn). 
Suppose that U' CC U and define the linear map 
L: 'D(U') ~ e(U) 
by setting 
(L(v))(y) = (L(p)(F*v))(F(y)). 
Recall that F* : e(U) ----+ e(U) is given by F*v = V 0 p-l. Then there is a 
function q E S0 (U), so that L = L(q). Moreover, 
This theorem tells us that the set of pseudodifferential operators is invari-
ant under local changes of coordinates and that the local symbols transform 
in a precise manner, depending on the Jacobian (8Fj8y) matrix. 
Proof: Let p E S0 (U). Then we see easily from (3.2) and the Fourier 
inversion theorem that 
L(p)(u(x)) = (27r)-n J J ei(t;,x-z>p(x, ~)u(z)dzd~. (3.3) 
So the purpose is to generalize this representation somewhat by allowing the 
function p to also depend on the variable z. Considering functions q(x, ~' z) 
on Rn x Rn x Rn, with compact support in the x-variable and z-variable, 
and satisfying the following conditions (as in Definition 3.2): 
(3.4) 
exists, and 
q(x, ~' x)- am(q)(x, ~' x) E §m-1(U). 
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We will need the next two propositions to be used in the proof of this 
theorem. 
Proposition 3.12: Let q(x, ~, z) satisfy the conditions in (3.4) and let 
the operator Q be defined by 
Qu(x) = J ei(Cx-z)q(x, ~, z)u(z)dzd~ 
for u E 'D(Rn). Then there exists a p E S[f(Rn) such that Q L(p). 
Moreover, 
( )( C)_ 1. q(x,.X~,x) 0" m P X, <, - liD , 
A-->00 1\m. 
and 
p(x, 0 = O"m(P)(x, ~) E §m-l(U). 
Proof: See R. 0. Wells [8], page 130. 
Suppose that we rewrite (3.3) formally as 
L(p)(u(x)) = (2n)-n J [! ei(~,x-z)p(x,~)d~l u(z)dz 
and let 
K(x, x- z) = J ei(~,x-z)p(x, Od~. 
Then 
Proposition 3.13: K(x, w) is a coo function of x and w provided that 
w=rfO. 
Proof: See R. 0. Wells [8], page 132. 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3.11. We have that p(x, ~)has compact 
support in U in the x-variable. Let ~(x) E 'D(U) be chosen so that ~ = 1 
on supp(p) U U' and we set w(y) = ~(F(y)). We have, as in (3.3), 
L(p)(u(x)) = (2n)-n J J ei(~,x-z)p(x,~)u(z)dzd~, 
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where u E 'D(U'). We let z = F(w) and v(w) = u(F(w)), obtaining 
L(p)(u(F(y))) = (2n)-n j j ei(CF(y)-F(w))p(F(y), ~)I~~ lv(w)dwd~, 
where I8Fj8wl is the Jacobian determinant. By the mean value theorem we 
see that 
F(y)- F(w) = H(y, w) · (y- w), 
where H(y, w) is a nonsingular matrix for w close to y and H(w, w) 
(8Fjow)w. 
Now, let x 1(y, w) be a smooth nonnegative function such that x 1(y, w) _ 1 
near the diagonal L\ in U x U and with support on a neighbourhood of L\ 
where H(y, w) is invertible. Let X2 = 1- x1 . Thus we have 
L(p)(u(F(y))) = (2n)-n j j ei(~,H(y,w)·(y-w))p(F(y),~)l~:lv(w)dwd~, 
and by setting TJ = t H (y, w )~, we obtain 
L(p)(u(F(y))) = (2n)-n[ j j ei(ry,y-w)p(F(y), [tH(y,w)t 1TJ) 
oF Xl(y,w) 
xI ow l'll(w) IH(y, w)l v(w)dwdTJ + E(u(F(y)))] 
= (2n)-n[ j j ei(ry,y-w)q1(y, TJ, w)v(w)dwdTJ+E(u(F(y)))], 
where q1(y,TJ,w) = p(F(y),[tH(y,w)]- 1TJ)I~~~~~f~::?1 w(w), and that wE 
'D(U) is (as chosen above) identically 1 on a neighbourhood of supp(v(y)). 
Thus q1(y, TJ, w) has compact support in they-variable and w-variable. More-
over, it satisfies the conditions of (3.4) so we have 
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and the desired growth of 
follows from the hypothesized growth of 
CTm(P)(x, 77)- p(x, 77). 
We still have to worry about the term E which is corresponding to x2 . 
Here we claim that E is an operator in which will give no contribution to the 
symbol. In fact, we have 
E(u(x)) = J J ei(Cx-z>p(x, ~)x2 (x, z)u(z)dzd~ 
= J [! ei(E,x-z>p(x, Ox2(x, z)d~] u(z)dz 
= J X2(x, z)K(x, x- z)u(z)dz, 
where K(x, x- z) = K(x, w) = J e(E,w>p(x, ~)d~ is a (as in Proposition 3.13) 
c= function of X and W = X - Z =/= 0. 
Also x2(x, z) identically vanishes near x-z = 0, so the product x2(x, z)K(x, x-
z) is a smooth on U x Rn. Let y = F-1 (x) and w = F-1(z) be new coordi-
nates, so we can rewrite the operator E in terms of y and w as 
E(u(F(y))) = J x2 (F(y), F(w))K(F(y), F(y)- F(w))u(F(w))i~~idw 
= J W(y, w)(F*)- 1u(w)dw, 
where W(y, w) is a c= function on U x U, which we rewrite as 
= J W(y, w)\J!(w)(F*)- 1u(w)dw, 
where \J!- 1 on supp((F*)-1u). Then we have 
E(u(F(y))) = J M(y, w)v(w)dw, 
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where v(w) = (F*)- 1u(w) and 
fJF 
i\1(y, w) = x2(F(y), F(w))K(F(y), F(y)- F(w))i fJw I\II(w). 
Thus, Aif(y, w) is a smooth function. Then the operator 
E(u(F(y))) = j M(y, w)v(w)dw 
can be written as 
where 
q2(y, ~) = j ei(y-w,O M(y, w)dw, 
and q2 E S0 ( U) for all r. To see this we rewrite q2 as 
q2(Y, ~) = ei(y,f.) j e-i(w,f.) M(y, w)dw. 
Thus q2 is (except for the factor ei(y,()) for each fixed y the Fourier transform 
of a compactly supported function, and then it is easy to see (by integrating 
by parts) that q2 (y, ~), as a function of~, is rapidly decreasing at infinity, 
Le., 
(1 + I~I)Niq2(y, ~)I ~ 0. 
It immediately follows that q2 E S0(U)for all r. Such an operator E is often 
referred to as a smooth operator of order -oo with coo kernel. This implies 
easily that 
Thus we can let q = q1 + q2 , and we then have 
L = L(q), 
and the symbols behave correctly (here we let q1 (y, ~, w) be replaced by 
q1(y,0, as given by Proposition 3.12 ). The theorem is proved. 
Definition 3.14: Let X be a differentiable manifold and let 
L: TI(X) ~ C:(X) 
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be a pseudodifferential operator. Then L is said to be a pseudodifferential 
operator of order m on X if, for any choice of local coordinates chart U c X, 
the corresponding canonical pseudodifferential operator Lu is of order m, 
I.e.' 
Lu = L(p), 
where p E Sm(U). We denote the all pseudodifferential operators of order m 
on X by PDiffm(X). 
Proposition 3.15: Suppose X is a compact differentiable manifold. If 
LE PDiffm(X), then LE OPm(X). 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 3.6 and the definition of Sobolev 
norms on a compact manifold, using a finite covering of X by coordinate 
charts. 
Remark 3.16: If p E sm(U) for some U C Rn, then p E Sm+k(U) for 
any positive k. Thus we have the natural inclusion 
i : PDiffm(X) ~ PDiffm+k(X), k 2 0 
Moreover, in this case, O"m+k(P) = 0, k > 0. 
We denote Smblm(X x C, X x C) by Smblm(X) for simplicity. 
Proposition 3.17: There exists a canonical linear map 
O"m : PDiffm(X) ----+ Smblm(X) , 
which is locally defined in a coordinate chart U C X by 
where Lu = L(p) and where (x, ~) E U x (Rn - {0}) is a point in T*(U) 
expressed in the local coordinates of U. 
Proof: We need to show that the local representation of O"m(L) trans-
forms correctly so that it is indeed globally a homomorphism of T*(X) x C 
into itself, which is homogeneous in the cotangent vector variable of order m. 
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But this follows from the transformation formula for (Jm(P), given in Theo-
rem 3.11, under a local change of variables. The linearity of (Jm is clear. 
Definition 3.18: Let E and F be vector bundles over a differentiable 
manifold X. We denote by PDiffm(E, F) the space of pseudodifferential op-
erators of order m mapping 'D(X, E) into c(X, F). 
Proposition 3.19: Let E and F be as above. Then there exists a canonical 
linear map 
(Jm : PDiffm(E, F) ------t Smblm(E, F) , 
which is locally defined in a coordinate chart U C X by 
where Lu = [L(pii)] is a matrix of canonical pseudodifferential operators, 
and where (x, ~) E U x (Rn- {0}) is a point in T*(U) expressed in the local 
coordinates of U. 
We are now in a position to state one of the fundamental results of pseu-
dodifferential operators on manifolds. 
Theorem 3.20: Let E and F be as above. Then the following sequence is 
exact 
0--7 Km(E, F)~ PDiffm(E, F)~ Smblm(E, F) --7 0 , 
where (Jm is the canonical symbol map given by Proposition 3.19, and Km(E, F) 
is the kernel of (Jm, and that j is the natural injection. Moreover, Km(E, F) C 
OPm-I(E, F). 
Proof: We need to show that (Jm is surjective and (Jm(L) = 0 implies 
that L is an operator of order m- 1. We first prove the surjection of (Jm· 
Let {Ua} be a locally finite cover of X by coordinate charts Ua over which 
E and F are both trivializable. We also let { 4>a} be a partition of unity 
subordinate to the cover {Ua}, and let {'!fa} be a family of functions such 
that '!fa E 'D(Ua), where '!fa = 1 on supp(4>a)· We then let X be a C 00 
function on Rn with x _ 0 near 0 E Rn, and x - 1 outside the unit ball. 
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Let s E Smblm(E, F) be given , and write s = La: c/Ja:s = La Sa, where 
sa= c/Jas, and supp(sa) C supp(c/Ja) C Ua. Then by Proposition 3.19, we see 
that sa = [s~] is a matrix of homogeneous functions 
S ~ : U a X ( Rn - { 0}) -----+ C , 
and s~(x, r~) = rms~, for r > 0. We let p~ (x, ~) = x(~)s~(x, ~) so that 
p~ E S;-(U) and that 
We now let 
La : 'D(Ua)P-----+ E.(Ua)q 
be defined by Lau = [L(p~)]u with the usual matrix (as in Proposition 3.19) 
acting on the vector u. We set Ua = '1/Ja u, and we consider each Ua as a 
vector in 'D(Ua)P by trivializations. Thus we can define the operator L on 
the vector u as 
and it is clear that 
L : 'D(X, E) -----+ E.(X, F) 
is an element of PDiffm(E, F), since locally it is represented by a matrix of 
canonical pseudodifferential operators of order m. Note that it is necessary 
to multi ply by '1/Ja in order to sum, since La Ua is coo, where we consider 
Laua as an element of E.(Ua, F) in Ua, but it does not necessarily extend in 
a coo manner to a coo section of F over X. Therefore it remains to show 
that am(L) = s. But this is simple, since ('1/JaLa) E PDiffm(E, F) and 
O"m('l/JaLa)(x, ~) = O"m('l/Ja(x)p~(x, ~)) 
='1/Ja(x)s~(x,~) by(*) 
since (by assumption) '1/Ja = 1 on supp(sa) C supp(c/Ja)· It follows that 
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and by linearity of the symbol map 
We have now to show that if am(L) = 0, then L is an operator of order 
m- 1. Note that aa(L) = 0 for some L E PDiffm(E, F) means that in a 
local trivializing coordinate chart U, L has the representation Lu = [L(pii)], 
pii E sm(U). Thus, 
am(L)IU = am(Lu) = [am(Pij)] = 0. 
By Definition 3.2(2), we see that 
pii E §m-1 (U) . 
Hence Lu is, by Theorem 3.6, an operator of order m- 1. Thus L will be an 
operator of order m - 1. 
Theorem 3.21: Let E, F, and G be vector bundles over a compact differ-
entiable manifold X. If L E PDiffk ( E, F) and S E PDiffm ( F, G), then 
SL =SoLE PDiffk+m(E, G) . 
Moreover, ak+m(SL) = am(S) · ak(L), where the right hand product is the 
composition product of the linear mapping involved. 
Proof: See R.O.Wells [8], pages 138-139. 
4. Elliptic Operators 
Let E and F be vector bundles over a differentiable manifold X. 
Definition 4.1: Let s E Smblk(E, F). Then s is said to be elliptic if 
and only if for any (x, ~) E T*(X), the linear map 
s(x, ~):Ex -t Fx 
is an isomorphism, where ~ =f. 0. 
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Note that, in particular, both E and F must have the same fibre dimen-
sion. We shall be interested in the case where E =F. 
Definition 4.2: Let L E PDiffk(E, F). Then L is said to be elliptic of 
order k if and only if O"k ( L) is an elliptic symbol. 
Example 4.3: Let 
n 
L = L aiJ(x)DJJ, 
i,j=1 
where D?J = 82 / 8xi8xJ, the functions aiJ are defined on some bounded do-
main M C Rn and satisfy the condition .AI~I 2 ~ L~J=1 aiJ(x)~i~J ~ Al~l 2 
'Vx EM and V~= (6, ... , ~n) ERn for some 0 <A~ A, and aiJ(x) = aJi(x). 
Remark 4.4: If L is elliptic of order k, then L is also an operator of 
order k + 1, but is not elliptic of order k + 1 since O"k+1(L) = 0. 
We shall call any operator LE OP _1(E, F) a smoothing operator. 
Definition 4.5: Let PDiff(E, F) = Uk PDiffk(E, F) and let LE PDiff(E, F). 
Then L E PDiff(F, E) is called a pseudoinverse for L if it has the following 
properties 
(a) L o L-IFE OP _1(F) 
(b) L 0 L-IE E OP -1(E) 
where IE and h denote the identity operators on E and F, respectively. 
Theorem 4.6: Let k be any integer and let L E PDiffk(E, F) be ellip-
tic. Then there exists a pseudoinverse for L. 
Proof: Let s = O"k(L). Then s-1 exists as a linear map 
s-1 (x, ~) : Fx ----+ Ex 
since s is invertible, and s-1 E SmbLk(F, E). Now, let L be any pseudodif-
ferential operator in PDiff_k ( F, E) such that O" -k ( L) = s-1 , whose existence 
is guaranteed by Theorem 3.20. We have that 
O"o(L o L- IF) = O"o(L o L) - O"o(IF), 
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and, therefore, by Theorem 3.21 and letting a0(Ip) = JF the identity in 
Smbl0 (F) 
a0(L o L)- Jp = ak(L) · a_k(L)- JF 
= ]p- ]p = 0. 
Thus, by Theorem 3.20, we see that 
Loi-lpE OP_I(F) 
Similarly, L o L- lE E OP _1 (E) . 
Definition 4.7: Let X be a differentiable manifold. Suppose LE OPk(E, F). 
Then we say that L is compact if for every s the extension 
is a compact operator as a mapping of Banach spaces. 
Proposition 4.8: Let X be a compact differentiable manifold, and let 
SE OP _1(E, E). Then S is compact as operator of order 0, i.e., an element 
of OP0 (E, E). 
Proof: We have for any s the following commutative diagram 
where Ss is the extension of S, since S E OP _1 (E, E), and we have from 
the fact that OP _1 (E, E) C OP0 (E, E) that Ss is the extension of S as 
S E OP0 (E, E). Since j is a compact operator by Rellich's theorem (The-
orem 1.4), then Ss must also be compact. Thus, by Definition 4.7, S is 
compact as operator of order 0. 
In the rest of this section we will let E and F be fixed Hermitian vector 
bundles over a compact differentiable manifold X. 
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Definition 4.9: Let LE PDiffk(E, F). Then we set 
J{L = {~ E c(X, E): L~ = 0}, 
and we let 
:H:t = {17 E W 0(X, E): (C 17) = 0, ~ E :H:L} 
denote the orthogonal complement in vV0(X, E) of :H:L, restricted to coo sec-
tions, where (~, 17) is as in Definition 1.2. 
Theorem 4.10: Let B be a Banach space and let S be a compact op-
erator, S : B---+ B. Let T =I-S, then 
1. Ker T is finite dimensional. 
2. The range T(B) ofT is closed, and Coker T = B fT(B) is finite dimen-
sional. 
Proof: See Riesz and Sz.-Nagy [5], pages 179-182. 
Definition 4.11: An operator T on a Banach space is called a Fredholm 
operator if T has finite dimensional kernel and cokernel. 
Here in our applications the Banach spaces are the Sobolev spaces W 8 (X, E). 
Theorem 4.12: Let L E PDiffk(E, F) be an elliptic pseudodifferential 
operator. Then there exists a pseudoinverse L for L so that L o L and 
L o L have, for each integer s, continuous extensions as Fredholm operators: 
W 8 (X, F) ---+ W 8 (X, F) and W 8 (X, E) ---+ W 8 (X, E), respectively. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 4.6, Proposition 4.8, and The-
orem 4.10. 
We now have the important finiteness theorem for elliptic differential op-
erators. 
Theorem 4.13: Let k be any integer. Let L E PDiffk(E, F) be ellip-
tic, and let 
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Then 
1. J-CL., = ker Ls c e(X, E), i.e., J{Ls = J{L for all s. 
2. dim J{Ls = dim J{L < 00 
Proof: 
1. We suppose that L E PDiffk(E, F) is elliptic, and ~ E W 8 (X, E) has 
the property that Ls~ = a E e(X, F). We now want to show that 
~ E e(X, E) so that J-CL. c e(X, E). If L is a pseudoinverse for L, 
then L o L- I = S E OP _1(X, E). Now L~ E £(X, F) implies that 
(L o L)~ E e(X, E), and hence 
~ = I~= (L o L- S)(. 
Since we assume that~ E W 8 (X, E) and since (L o L)~ E e(X, E), and 
that S~ E ws+1(X, E), it follows that ~ E ws+1(X, E). Repeating 
this process, we see that ~ E ws+k(X, E) for all k > 0. By Sobolev's 
theorem (Theorem 1.3), it follows that ~ E e1(X, E) for all l > 0, and 
hence~ E e(X, E). Thus J-CL. C e(X, E), and J-CL. = J{L· 
2. Let L be a pseudoinverse for L, by Theorem 4.12, the map 
(L o L)s : W 8 (X, E) ---+ W 8 (X, E) 
has finite dimensional kernel. Moreover, we deduce from the following 
diagram of Banach spaces 
that ker Ls C ker(L o L )8 • Therefore J-CL. is finite dimensional for all s, 
and hence dimJ-CL. = dimJCL < oo . 
Note that the cokernel of Ls of this theorem is also finite dimensional, i.e., 
coker Ls < oo. For the proof of this point we include this reference: (see, 
e.g., Nicolaescu [4], Theorem 9.4.7.) 
Proposition 4.14: Let LE PDiffk(E, F). Then Lis elliptic if and only if 
L * is elliptic. 
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Proof: This follows immediately from Definition 4.2 and Theorem 2.13. 
Theorem 4.15: Let k 2: 0 and let L E PDiffk(E, F) be elliptic, and 
suppose that T E Jft .. Then there exists a unique ~ E Wk(X, E) such that 
L~ = T and such that ~ is orthogonal to J{L in W 0(X, E), i.e., ~ E Jff, 
Moreover, if T E C:(X, F) as well, then~ E C:(X, E) also. 
Proof: First we will solve the equation L~ = T, where ~ E lV0 (X, E), 
and then it will follow from the proof of Theorem 4.13(1) that~ is coo since 
T is coo. Consider the following diagram of Banach spaces: 
Wk(X, E)~ W 0 (X, F) 
w-'(~, E) E"-- w•J F), 
The vertical arrows indicate the duality relation between the Banach spaces 
indicated. Since J{ t. is the orthogonal complement of the kernel of the 
transpose, then the closure of the range is perpendicular to the kernel of the 
transpose. Thus Lk(Wk(X, E)) is dense in Jft .. Moreover, Lk has closed 
range which follows from Theorem 4.10(2). Hence the equation Lk~ = T has 
a solution~ E Wk(X, E). By orthogonally projecting~ onto the closed sub-
space KerLk = J{L which is described in Theorem 4.13, we obtain a unique 
solution. 
Definition 4.16: Let LE PDiffk(E) = PDiffk(E, E). Then we say that L 
is self-adjoint if L = L *. 
We now want to state the following fundamental decomposition theorem 
for self-adjoint elliptic operators. 
Theorem 4.17: Let k 2: 0 and let L E PDiffk(E) be self-adjoint and 
elliptic. Then there exist linear maps HL and CL 
so that 
HL : C:(X, E) ~ C:(X, E) 
CL: C:(X, E) ~ c:(X, E) 
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1. HL(c(X, E))= J{L(E) and dime J{L(E) < oo. 
2. L o CL+ HL = GL o L + HL = IE, where IE =identity on E. 
3. HL and GL E OP0 (E), and, in particular, extend to bounded operators 
on W 0 (X,E). 
4. c(X, E)= J{L(X, E)ffiGLoL(c(X, E))= J{L(X, E)tJJLoGL(c(X, E)), 
and this decomposition is orthogonal in W 0 (X, E) with respect to the 
inner product. 
Proof: Let HL be the orthogonal projection in W 0 (E) onto the closed 
subspace JCL(E), which is, by Theorem 4.13, finite dimensional. There is, as 
seen in the proof of Theorem 4.15, a bijective continuous map 
By the Banach open mapping theorem, Lk has a continuous linear inverse 
which we denote by G0 : 
Go : Jet ----+ Wk(X, E) n Jet. 
We extend Go to all of W 0 (X, E)= J{LffiJCt by letting Go(~)= 0 if~ E J{L, 
and noting that Wk(X, E) ~ W 0 (X, E), we see that 
Moreover, 
Lk o Go= IE- HL, 
since Lk o G0 = identity on Jet. Similarly, 
for the same reason. Since G0 (c(X, E)) c c(X, E), by Theorem 4.15, we see 
that we can restrict the linear Banach space maps above to c(X, E). Also, 
Lk,C:(X,E) = L so L: c(X, E) -+ c(X, E) by definition. Let CL = Gole(X,E)l 
and it becomes clear that all of the conditions 1-4 are satisfied. 
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Remark 4.18: 
1. We call the sections in J{L, for L a self-adjoint elliptic operator, 
£-harmonic sections. 
2. The operator G L given by Theorem 4.17 is called the Green's operator 
associated to L. 
5. The Cohomology of Projective Algebraic Varieties 
Definition 5.1: Let E 0 , E 1 , ... , EN be a sequence of differentiable vector 
bundles defined over a compact differentiable manifold X. Suppose that there 
is a sequence of differential operators, of some fixed order k, L 0 , L1 , ... , LN-l 
mapping as in the following sequence: 
Associated with the above sequence is the associated symbol sequence (using 
the notation of Sec. 2) 
0 *E a(Lo) *E a(L1) a(LN-I) *E O -+7r 0-+ 7r 1-+ ... -+ 7r N-+ , 
where we denote by a(L1) the k-symbol of the operator L1. 
Definition 5.2: The sequence of operators and vector bundles in Defi-
nition 5.1 is called a complex if Li o Li_ 1 = 0, i = 1, ... , N- 1. Such a 
complex is called an elliptic complex if the associated symbol sequence in 
Definition 5.1 is exact. 
Example 5.3: A single elliptic operator [L: £(E) -+ c(F)] E PDiffk(E, F) 
is a simple example of an elliptic complex. 
Example 5.4: (The de Rham Complex) Suppose X is a differentiable 
manifold. Then the sequence of exterior differential operators and differential 
forms is as follows: 
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where T* = T*(X) 0 C, and the sequence of the associated 1-symbol maps 
OT* o-1 (d)(x,v) lT* o-1 (d)(x,v) cr 1 (d)(x,v) nT* (\X-----+ f\X-----+ •••-----+ (\X 
is exact, (see, e.g., Nicolaescu [4], Sections 7.1.3, and 9.4.3.) We call this 
elliptic complex by the de Rham complex. 
Definition 5.5: Suppose that E is a complex as defined above. Then 
we let 
Hq(E) = zq(E) 
Bq(E) 
be the cohomology groups (vector spaces) of the complex E, where zq(E) = KerLq: 
E(Eq) -----+ E(Eq+I) and Bq(E) = ImLq-l : E(Eq_l) -----+ E(Eq), q = 0, 1, ... , N. 
For this definition to make sense, we make the convention that L_1 = LN = 
E_ 1 = EN+l = 0, i.e., we make a trivial extension to a complex larger at 
both ends. 
Let E be an elliptic complex, and equip each vector bundle E1 in E with a 
Hermitian metric and the corresponding Sobolev space structures as in Sec. 1. 
Associated with each operator L1 : E(E1) -----+ E(EJ+1), we have the adjoint 
operator L/ : E(E1+I) -----+ E(E1). Then we define the Laplacian operators of 
the elliptic complex E by 
j = 0, 1, ... , N, 
and these operators are well-defined elliptic operators of order 2k. Moreover, 
each tl1 is self-adjoint which follows easily from the fact that (L/)* = L1 and 
that the adjoint operation is linear. Since each 6 1 is self-adjoint and elliptic 
we can, by Theorem 4.17, associate to each Laplacian operator a Green's 
operator Gtli' which we shall denote by G1. Moreover, we let 
be the tlrharmonic sections, and let 
be the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace 'X(E1). 
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Definition 5.6: Let e(E) = 2:,;=0 tBe(Ei) denote the graded vector space. 
Then we define operators L, L*, ~. C, H on e(E), by letting 
L(f;,) = L(f;,o + · · · + f;,N) = Lof;,o + · .. + LNf;,N, 
where f;, = f;,o + · · · + f;,N is the decomposition off;, E e(E) into homogeneous 
components corresponding to the above grading. The other operators are 
defined similarly. We have the formal relations still holding: 
~ = LL* +L*L 
I = H + C~ = H + ~C, 
which follows from the identities in each of the graded components, coming 
from Theorem 4.17. Note that L and L * are operators of degree + 1 and -1, 
respectively, and that ~. C, and H are operators of degree 0. 
We extend the inner product on e(Ei) to e(E) in the usual Euclidean 
manner, i.e., 
N 
(f;,,TJ)E = L (f;,j,T/j)Ej. 
j=O 
We shall denote by ']{(E) = "L,S:,0 ffi']{(Ej) the total space of ~-harmonic 
sections. 
Theorem 5.7: Let (e(E), L) be an elliptic complex equipped with an 
inner product. Then 
1. There is an orthogonal decomposition 
e(E) =']{(E) tB LL*Ce(E) tB L* LCe(E). 
2. The following commutation relations are valid: 
(a) I= H + ~C = H + C~. 
(b) HC=CH=H~=~H=O. 
(c) L~ = ~L, L*~ = ~L*. 
(d) LC =CL, L*C =CL*. 




1. From Theorem 4.17( 4) we obtain immediately the orthogonal decom-
position 
c(E) = J{(E) EB ll o Gc(E) 
= J{(E) EB (LL* + L* L)Gc(E). 
We need to show that LL*Gc(E) and L* LGc(E) are orthogonal. Sup-
pose that ~, TJ E c (E). Then consider the inner product 
and the latter inner product vanishes since £ 2 = 0. 
2. (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 4.17. (c) follows from Definition 5.6. 
To show that (d) is valid we shall first have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.8: Let ~ E c(E). Then ll~ = 0 if and only if 
L~ = L*~ = 0. Moreover, LH = HL = L*H = HL* = 0. 
Proof: See R. 0. Wells [8], page 153. 
Using the above proposition and the construction of G, we observe 
that both L and G vanish on J{(E). Therefore it suffices to show that 
LG = GL on the orthogonal of J{(E). It follows from the decomposi-
tion in Theorem 4.17(4) that any smooth~ in the orthogonal of J{(E) 
is of the form ~ = llr.p for some r.p in c (E). Therefore we must show 
that LGllr.p = GLllr.p for all r.p E c(E). By using I = H + Gll, we 
then have 
Lr.p = H Lr.p + G llLr.p 
= H Lr.p + GLllr.p, 
since Lll = llL. We also have 
Lr.p = LH r.p + LGllr.p. 
Therefore we obtain 
G Lllr.p - LG llr.p = LH r.p - H Lr.p 
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since, by Proposition 5.8, we know that LH <p = H Lrp = 0. 
3. The finiteness follows from Theorem 4.17(1). To prove the desired iso-
morphism we recall that Hq(E) = zq(E)/ Bq(E), as in Definition 5.5, 
and let 
w : Zq(E) ~ J£(Eq) 
be defined by W ( () = H ( E,). It follows from Proposition 5.8 that W is 
a surjective linear map. Then we have to show that Kerw = Bq(E). 
Suppose that ( E zq(E) and H(E,) = 0. By the decomposition in part 
( 1) of this theorem, we obtain 
(=HE,+ LL*GE, + L* LGE,. 
Since H( = 0 and LG = GL we obtain ( = LL*G(, and hence 
( E Bq(E). 
Example 5.9: Let (e*(X), d) be the de Rham complex on a differentiable 
manifold X. Let us assume that X is compact and that there is a metric 
on X. This induces an inner product on f\PT*(X) for each p, and hence 
(e*(X), d) becomes an elliptic complex with an inner product. We denote 
the associated Laplacian by~= ~d = dd* + d*d. Let 
J{r(X) = J{Ll (1\rT*(X)) 
be the vector space of harmonic forms on X. By the de Rham's theorem, 
we have 
Hr(X,C) = Hr(e*(X)), 
(see, e.g., Warner [7], pages 205-207.) We shall let Hr(X,C) denote the de 
Rham group when we work on a differentiable manifold, making the isomor-
phisms above an identification. We thus obtain by Theorem 5.7(3) that 
This means that for each de Rham cohomology class a E Hr(X, C) there 
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